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FILE COPY 
SURNAME: 


UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS EXPLORATION ADMINISTRATION 


WASHINGTON 25 D C


21 


Consolidated Mol3rbdenMa, Xnc. 
$01 Central Building 
Seattle 4, Washirigtoi


R5 : Docket No. DAi..l744 
arts Crystal, 


Zinj County, Waihingtoit 
Oentls*.*t. 


B,ferenca is *a4e to yo application ter Oovern*.t 
assistance to explore fox qu.srtz crystals on yozr cld*s bested 
approxiastely 26 *il.s northeast of North EM in Section 27 T, 
25 N ,Range IGI, W.L, Zing County, Washington. 


A rewiew of your application and other d*ta available 
to us, including the report froz the 3t.r Signal Laboratory, 
Port }Ioraiouth New Jersey, that th. ten ss*ples of qisarts crystals 
eubuitt.d by yon could not be classified as radio grade, indic*t.s 
that your proposal does not meet the reiireints for an expbora. 
tion project under Dst.nse Minerals Exploration Ad*inistration 
Order-I. Tour application is, therefore, dented. 


We appreciate youz' interest in the Defense Progran and 
regret that we are unabl. to be of assistanc, to you in this in. 
stance.


8incer.ly your's, 


C 0 Mittendorf 


Acting Acinistrator 
Def.a. Minerals £xpboration 
Adsinistration 


LGHouk/FEJohnson/gas/bh 
4/l/2	 jo.	 :0 	


: 	


.00 


cc to Docket 
Adnir's. Reading File	 0 


Mr. Dietrich, 3526.	 .	 .	 0 


Mr. Bryson, (3-232 - GSA Bldg. 
Mr. Houk 
Mr. 0 FEJohnson	 0 0	


0 	 . 	


0	
. 	


0 


OPerating c0 
Fielö Team,	 2)
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	 I	 FILE COPY 
SURNAME: 


UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.600 


Consolidated Mo1ybden, Inc.	 Subject: I)ocket No. DEA.l74 
801 Central Building	 iart Ct7stala I 


eatt1e 4, Washington	 King County, Waehigton 


(enticien 2	 .... .............I 


Reference is rzade to your application for Gvvernent 
ai$tanc to ozplore for qun.rtz crystal 26 .t1es !tortbOal3t of 
North Bend in Section 2? T, 2N Range IQZ, WJ4, King County, 
Washington. 


A review of your ,p1ieation tnd other data aai1able 
to us, including the report fro* the Squièr Signal Laboratory', 
Fort Monmouth, New Jery, that the ten ples of qturtz cz7tal 
that you sutitted coalii not be classified as radio grade, 
indtcates that yciar proposal does not nest the requirei*.nte for 
an szploration project under Defenae )4inerals Exploration 
kbdnistration Chderl, Your plication Ia, therefore, denied. 


We appreciate your int.ret in the Defense ?rogam and 
regret that we are unable to be of assistance to you in this 
instance.


Sincerely yours, 


•	 Acting A3*iniatrator 
Defense Minerals ExploratIon 
thsinistration 


LGHouk:gad 4/9/52 


Copy to: Adm. Reading.File 
Docket File 
Mr. Bietrich, 3526 
Mr. Bryson, G-232, GSA Bldg. 
Mr. Houk 
Operting Cctee







0 
CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM, INC. 


SEATTLE 4 WASHINGTON 


801 Central Building 


September ii, 1951


	


-	 __(p 


Re adquarters	 '	 .,. 
Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories 
Fort Monnouth, New Jersey


Re: DMA 1744X 


Atth: E. W. Johnson 


Gentlemen: 


Under seperate cover we are forwarding to you saniples of quartz 
crystals t aken from Consolidated Molybdenum property located in 
Section 2?, Twp. 25 tL, R. 10 E., W.M, in the northeastern part 
of Ting County, WahIngton. e expect to have sjme better sam-
ples in the near future as we are preparing to complete a tunnel 
deeper into the mine. 


Enclosed with this 1ettr is your 'release from obligation' prop-
erly executed &td ie trust that things are now in order to proceed 
with this analycis.


Very truly yours, 


CONS0LIDAT11) MOU8DEj1Th, INC. 


V. M. Osterberg 
President 


VO :vj. 
Ends. 
cc: Dept. of the Interior 


Defense Linera1s Administration 
Washington 25, D.C.
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CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM, INC. 


SEATTLE 4. WASHINGTON 


oi Central Building 


September 6, 1951 


United States Department of the Interior 
Defense Minerals Administration 
Washington 25, D.C. 


Re: DMA - 1744X 


Gentlemen: 


Receipt of your letter of August 24, 1951 is acknowledged. With 
reference to your letter of July 6, 1951, please be advised that 
we have written the director, Squir Signal Laboratory, Fort 
Monmouth, New Jersey, to get a technical description of the 
requirements for optical and radio-grade quart crystals. We now 
have these crystals on the way out from the mine and they will 
be shipped to the Squirer Signal Laboratory within the next few 
days. We trust that the Squirer aboratory will give you a 
report direct • Thank you for your attention in thi s matter. 


Very truly yours, 


CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM, INC. 


President 


VMO : vi
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 0;-' 


2 


•	 øk 


t$* .4** 
•.L.y ;.	 ;;	 I 


i1)


Subject: Application DMA # 
TA # 


Dear Mr.


Please refer to our letter dated 
requesting additional information to enable us to process 
your application. Your application shall be considered 
as withdrawn unless we receive your reply within thirty 
days. It would then be necessary for you to file a new 
application, should you desire Governmental assistance in 
the future.


Sincerely yours, 


YED 
James A. Barr, Chief 
Industrial Minerals Branch 


Interior—Duplicating Section, Washington, D. C.	 2613
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 


t. 1	 ..	 .AUG 2 4 ie 


Ute 4tdeis . 


Subject: Application DMA # 
TA # 


Dear Mr.


Please refer to our letter dated	 6I i9L 
requesting additional information to enable us to process 
your application. Your application shall be considered 
as withdrawn unless we receive your reply within thirty 
days. It would then be necessary for you to file a new 
application, should you desire Governmental assistance in 
the, future.


Sincerely yours, 


SIGNED 
James A. Barr, Chief 
Industrial Minerals Branch 


*0* Fte34'	 1et U (4 
zo,v


() 
D5AP ZLES 


Interior—Duplicating Section, Washington, D. C. 	 2613
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0	 IN REPLY REFER TO: 


G--RPB 


UNITED STATES 


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


July 5, 1951 


Memorandum 


To:	 James A. Barr, Sr., Chairman, Nonmetallics Commodity Committee 


From:	 Robert P. Bryson, Nonmetallics Commodity Committee 


Subject: DMA 1744X - Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. (5,O00.00 Expi.) 


Reference is made to the subject application for assistance in 
exploration for quartz crystal on claims in a part of sec. 27, T. 25 N., 
R. 10 E., W. N., King County, Washington. These claims, formerly known 
as the Devil's Canyon Mine, are reported to be 26 miles northwest of 
North Bend., 


The chances of discovery of significant amounts of quartz crys-
tal of suitable size and grade on these claims are poor. However, the 
occurrence of quartz crystal in the section containing these claims is 
mentioned in two publications of the State of Washington Department of 
Conservation and Development, Division of Wines and Geology (Report of 
Investigations No. 16, p. 23, 1949, and Bulletin No. 37, p. 40, 1949). 
Many clusters of clear quartz crystals are reported, most of them less 
than 2 inches long and - inches in diameter (too small). They are 
indicated as being "probably of value to collectors only.tl 


The applicant may obtain, on request to the Director, Squier 
Signal Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, a description of the 
technical requirements for optical and radio-grade quartz crystals. 
If samples appear to meet these requirements, they may be sent to the 
Squier Laboratory for examination free of charge. 


On the basis of information at hand, it is believed that 
favorable action on the subject application is not justified but that 
careful consideration should be given it if and when a favorable report 
of tests is received from the Squier Laboratory. 


•	
,	 2 


/ /' 


Robert P. Bryson







.	 6/5/51 


Defense Minerals Administration 


Reviewof Application for Exploration Assistance 


Docket.No. 7H,q /744/ 


Commodity___________________ 


Total Amount___________________ 


Govt. Participation______________ 


1. Name and Address of Applicant	 / 
rôi	 /i	 / 


2. Location of Property ?4f 


2 TZiVf? /; W 


3. Mineral or metal a'Q/4 ei<r,*/	 Is it listed in Section 9 of M0-5? // 
If not, application will be rejected. 


4. Geologic probability of discovery—based on data in application 
(question #16, 17, 18, 20 and 22)* 


Mines or Survey reports, etc., do you rate chances: 


a) Good 


b) Poor 


o) None 


d) Don't know—needs field examination__________________________ 


e) Is there an alternative and favorable project? 
(If so, attach an explanation) 


5. Is the applicant's right to the property clearly stated? Yes' Jcs-
(question 5, 6, 7)* 


6. If applicant is a lessee, is a copy of the lease attached?_________________ 


Does the lease have sufficient time to run to cover a future 


productive period?	 %ow/LA )r( Ar,# p c%h 2^2py) 
*question numbers are those of MF-103 


Page 1 of 4 pages







S	 S 
7. Are subordination agreements necessary? 


a) MF-201?	 i'd 


b) MF-202 hedeI O'i /,i,'c/ 


8. From the data presented, does the proposed project appear feasible from 


the point of view, of: 


a) Available manpower	 /tS rn	 /1e 4A'e 


b). Equipment and supplies ,4 6n.6/v_f/s=,'a_/'" 4 	 ,,,/ 
(Question 14 plus general kn6wledge of availabititr)* 


c) Accessibility (question l2)* },%,il/fr _fçy 


d) Water (question 13)* 


e) Power (question 13)* 


Is a field check needed on any of these points? 


9. Does the experience of the applicant appear to be adequate to assure that 


he can properly conduct the proposed project? (question 4)* ,kg.... 


Is a field check needed on this point? Yec _ 


10. Exhibit A. (questions 21 and 22)* 


a) Is the project adequately described? '4/o 


If not, are there sufficient data given so that you can describe 


the project? It4 	 If so, attach a draft. 


b) Is there an adequate map or sketch of the proposed work? A/a 


c) Is the proposed work "exploration" under the definition of 


Section 8, MO-5? ,LV /	 wô,A'	 rt,f/, i17v 4,ihj j// 


If not, what part of it is? M /'r	 42	 -


Page 2 of 4 pages 







S 
Is this part a worthwhile exploration project? Ct.'A 	 4 ' -


d) Are the cost estimates detailed?__________________________________________ 


Can they be summarized, as on page 2 of Procedural Instruction 5—A, 


from the available data? /4 	 If so, attach a draft. 


e) Are the cost estimates reasonable?______________________________________ 


f) Should more information be requested from applicant? j 


g) Is a field examination necessary to complete Exhibit A?________________ 


	


11.	 Exhibit B (question 23_d)* 


a) Is .it applicable? J_.. 	 rIZ',%, 


b) If so, are sufficient data furnished?_________ If so, attach a draft. 


c) Is a field check needed?


	


	 _ ///,//,, ,/	 /—
F.-- 


	


12.	 Exhibit C (question23—e, f and g)* 


a) Is it applicable? Jr _ 


b) Sufficient data? // 	 If so, attach a draft. 


c) Are rents and charges reasonable? 


d) Is a field check needed?___________ _______________________________________ 


	


13.	 Exhibit D (question 23—a, b)* 


a) Are there sufficient data? ,4ç4 


b) Is the schedule adequate for the work proposed? 


c) Is the schedule excessive for the work proposed? 


d) Are the proposed wages and salaries reasonable?_______________________ 


e) Is a field check needed? 	 .V. 


Page 3 of 4 pages







	


14.	 Exhibit E (question 23_c)* 


a) Is it applicable?	 t14/i 


b) Sufficient data? 	 il/a 


c) Reasonable?_____________________________________________________________ 


d) Field check needed?_______________________________________________ 


	


15.	 In your judgment, can the proposed work be done in the proposed 


time? A/f/( nS	 '/%'t 


(All exploration must be completed within two years) 


	


16.	 If field examination is not needed, attach your recommendation. 


	


17.	 If field examination is needed, do you have any special instructions for 


the field team not indicated by your answers to the foregoing 


question?	 _,6/Ev'":"
 


11,f;//), ___ 


n / e, yr4%7 
/241f	 1 i	 -/ 4- /?z. 


	


Reviewed	 _ 


Date 


Page 4 of 4 pages	
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I/f	


6/20/s. 
LAE t!0Ti 


Concolidated io1ybdenuti, Inc. uthiitted an exp1ora' 
tLon roan of 010,000 that fsac received in flr. Strobe).' 
office on 3i.ne 8, 19S1s The tinera1s )IiStOd on this 
applicatton tere tungsten, noIybdonurfl and quartz crysto1 
The applictiOfl uasdocketed as 111A' .166 X an1 3 eopioa 
of -1O3 crc sent to Lr. Holdoror' s office on 6/i3/3.. 
The eoutivO officer, egtou II, advised this coipany tc 
sunit 3 applicatiOns to cover the ireo different 
couioditiec. Per tir. Strobe)., 21A].68 X i11 covoz' the 


p1icatiOn for ttmgston and ne nuiibero. have been
ascined to the ep1oratioU forms for noIybdent and 
quartz oyst1c. 


MF-500
UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERiOR 
DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 


REFERENCE SLIP 


DATE 


REFERRED TO: 1 


1	
!:. :xi:!1i!:::iiiiiji" 


FOR: / 
J3L Action	 ------------ Recommendation 


Approval	 Record 


Comment	 of------------------


Conference	 ----------Referring 


Consideration	 to--------------------


Filing	
Reply for signa-


Instructions	 ture of--------------


Investigation	 Rewriting 


Initials	 Signature 


Mailing	 Suggestions 


Previous cpriëpolpe flCe ----------- Your information 


REMARKS: ------------ 	 ---/ 
----TL4--------------------


Check (X) before the items needing attention. 


GPO 16-638151







CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM, INC. 


SEATTLE 4. WASHINGTON 


801 Central Building 


June 18, 1951 


United States Department of the Interior 
Geological Survey 
S. 157 Howard Street 
Spokane 8, Washington 


Gentlemen: 


Thank you for your letter of June 5, 1951. At the time we 
filed our original application for Government participation 
in exploring our molybdenum, sheelite and crystal property, 
we were unaware of the fact that seperate applications for 
each would be needed and we therefore filed for all on the 
same form. 


In accordance with the instruct ions contained in your letter 
we are accordingly enclosing form MF-l03 for exploration of 
the quartz crystals. This is actually of course a corrected 
application and we presume that the following date will be 
prior to the expiration date for filing as was the original 
application. We did not nave any forms 1F-l0O. If you wish 
us to file those also, please send us some. 


Very truly yours, 


V. . Osterberg 
President 


VMO :vl 
Ends.


© i 


C.,


IL
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(	
SURNAME: 


UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENTOF THE INTERIOR	 S. _______ 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 


WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 


Jun.29, 


) .7. it. Ost.rberg, Preaident	 Subject: flK4.17414X 
Central Building	 Re: ExplP	 Ian 


Seattle , Washington	 Devil's Canyon 


My dear Mr. Osterberg: 


Receipt j3 acknowl*dged. oL your application *nd 


sttach*nts of May	 l9l for a* exploration loan under the


flefene Production Act o i9O. 


The application was assigned DoCket uaber A.vl7J1sX 


and ze!erred to Mr3 J	 A. Barr, Chief, industrial Minerals


Branch on June 28, l9L. 


in an future correspondence relating to your appl1 


cation, kind]y refer to Di4A*1711iX,


Sjflczel3r yours, 


LANDON F. STROBEL 


Landon F. Strobel 
zcutie Secz'etaz7 


L. F. Strobel:jc 
cc: Strobel 


,'File 
•	 Barr	 - 


Lyon


iz
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 


WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 
So. 157 Hovard Street 
Spokane 14, Washington


June 21, 1951 


Mr. L. F. Strobel 
Executive Secretary 
Defense Minerals Administration 
Department of the Interior 
Washington 25, D. C. 


Dear Mr. Strobel: 


Enclosed are three applications by the Consolidated 
MOlybdenum, Inc. Thich vere mentioned in my letter of June 21. 


Sincerely yours, 


a - 
A. E. Weissenborn 
Executive Officer, DMA 
Field Team, Region II 


Enclosures











rMF 103	 U. S. EARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION:


Budget Bureau No. 42-R1035. 
Approval expires 6-30-51. 


APPLICATION FOR AID FOR AN 


EXPLORATION PROJECT PURSUANT TO 


. MINER4L ORDER 5, UNDER 


DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT OF 1950 


L


Conaoltd€t	 o1.denu I*e. 
aox Central 1ut1cUn 
Sett1e 4, WashintOfl


	


•	 DO NOT FILL IN THIS BLOCK 


Docket No. 


Date received	 J 7 
Participation


T: 7::1
.	 . 


JUN 2fl93
Name and 


iJ IF.,	 .	 address of 


	


IR	 Grra7 28, 1951 applicant 


	


•	 Date - _____________________________________ 


FILL IN THIS BLOCK 


Date of application 	 j951 Estimated cost -----


Mineral or metal	 Percentage of Government participation 


Location of mine 


Date of filing MF-100 ------------------------------------------------------DMA Docket Number, if available 


INSTRUCTIONS 


Read Mineral Order 5, Regulations Governing Government 
Aid in Defense Projects, before completing this application. 
Submit four signed copies of the app1iition to Defense Min-
erals Administration, Department of the Interior, Washington 
25, D. C., or to the nearest field executive officer thereof, with 
your name and address on each sheet of the application and 
all accompanying papers. If any question is inapplicable, or


if you cannot answer it, so state on the form. Where the 
space provided for answer is insufficient, , answer on a separate 
sheet, annex it to the application form, and refer to 'it in space 
for answer. If the application is approved, you will be pre-
sented with an exploration project contract on Form MF-200, 
for your signature. 


THE APPLICANT 


*1. Is applicant an individual, partnership,or corporation? 
*2. If a partnership, state names and addresses of partners. 
*3 If a corporation, state names and addresses of officers, directors, and five largest stockholders. 
*4 Describe the mining and general business experience of (a) the applicant, and (b) the person. or persons who will manage the 


project. 
*5 Are you the owner or the lessee of the property? 
6. If owner, state what claims, liens, or encumbrances, if any, are against the property. 
7. If lessee, attach a copy of the lease and state if it is in good standing. 


NOTE.—It will be necessary to procure and attach to the exploration project contract agreements of claimants, lienors, en-
cumbrances and lessors subordinating their interests in the property to the interest of the Government under the 
contract. 


8. Furnish current financial statement, showing assets and liabilities, and a profit and loss statement. 
9. How much money is applicant prepared to invest in proposed project? Is it sufficient to pay your .part of the cost of the 


project as detailed in question 23 of this application form, in accordance with the regulations on Government participation 
(Section 9 of Mineral Order 5)? 


•If you have already answered these questions on MF-100, you are not required to answer the questions for this application. 	 16-64067-1







THE PROPERTY S	 2-
10. (a) Give a description of the real property that will be in any way involved in the exploration project, including any existing 


mine or operating property. 
(b) Give the legal description of the exact parcel, plot, or area upon which the exploration is to be conducted. 


NOTE.—If both areas are the same, so state. The only obligation to repay the Government is from the net earnings from 
any commercial discovery made in the area specified in (b) above in which the exploration is to be conducted, 
and the expenditure of funds which may be charged as • costs of the project must be limited to that area or to 
work necessary to perform the exploration in that area. 


*11. State the present and former names of the property, if any. 
*12. State, in detail, the location of the property with reference to towns, railroads, roads, shipping points, including distances 


and directions and kinds and conditions of roads. 
*13. State source and quantity of water available for operations and its sufficiency at all seasons. 


State amount of power to be used, rate per hour or other cost, and source. 
*14. Describe any existing useable facilities, equipment, buildings, or structure now on the property that will be devoted to the 


exploration work. 
15. State in detail how the ore could be shipped and how and where milled. 


*16. History: 
(a) Give a statement, as complete as possible, of previous exploration, development, operation, and production of property, 


with reasons for any past suspensions of operations. 
(b) State briefly the known history and production of adjoining and neighboring properties. 
(c) Furnish any available (private) reports that may apply to this application, including results of mine examinations, 


recommended exploration and development, and metallurgical investigations. 
*17. Production: 


(a) If mine is in production, furnish the following information: 


Grade or
	


Net value 


	


Tons per day	 analysis
	


Cost per ton	 per ton 
(1) Mining 
(2) Milling 
(3) Shipped 


or sold 
*18. Ore or mineral reserves: (If property is or has been operating.) 


(a) Describe the ore or mineral deposits briefly. 
(b) Submit available maps and assay data. 
(c) Give estimated tonnage and grade of each class of ore reserves. 


19. State any conditions or circumstances regarding the property not sufficiently brought out by the foregoing questions. 


THE EXPLORATION 


20. For what mineral or minerals and for what types of deposits and ores will the exploration be conducted? 
21. Describe briefly, but concisely, the proposed work and the estimated time required to complete it. 


NOTE.—The Government will not participate in a project that will require more than 2 years to complete. 
22. Furnish statement of the geological basis of the project with particular emphasis on faètOrs leading'the operator to expect the 


finding of commercial ore bodies. This statement should be accompanied by supporting maps such as geological maps, maps 
of the proposed openings and assay maps, sample lists, and other pertinent data. 


THE REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS 


23. Tabulate in the form of an itemized statement with a sum for each item the estimated requirements and costs of the project so 
that the total will give the estimated cost of the project in which the Government will participate, as follows: 
(a) Labor, by numbers and classes (miners, muckers, millmen, etc.), with wages of each. 
(b) Supervisors, by numbers and positions, with salaries of each. 
(c) Cost of necessary repairs to existing facilities, structures, and buildings. 
(d) Cost of necessary installation or construction of additional facilities, structures, and buildings. 
(e) COSt of items of equipment,not now owned by the applicant which must be purchased for operations at a cost of $50 or 


more each. 
(f) Cost of rental for equipment which the operator proposes to rent. 
(g) Rental value of items of equipment which the operator now owns and which will be devoted to the work. 
(h) Cost of materials and supplies, including items of equipment costing less than $50 each. 
(i) Cost of power, water, utilities, and any other items not provided for above. 


24. Furnish a time schedule of theproject, stated in terms of months after project is approved, showing progress expected to be 
accomplished and the money expected to be spent. 


CERTIFICATION 
The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on its behalf, hereby certify that the information con-


tainedin this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete to the best of their knowledge and belief. 


CO [rtc.	 By 


	


(Name of company)	 (Signature of authorized official) 


(Date)	 (Title) 
Title 18. U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a crininal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any department or agency 


of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction. 


'Same as footnote on page 1. 	 16-4O87-m	 U S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM, INC. 


SEATTLE 4. WASHINGTON 
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CNOLIATb MOLYBDENWi 1NC HOLDINGS


IN THE BUENA VISTA 1v1INIi'G DISTRICT


KING COLNTY, WASHINGTON 


by 


OLIN	 SPRAGUEJ 


Profcssiona1 Engineer 
641 N. Callow Avenue 


Bremerton, ::ashington. 


"BECAUL THESE SECUIdTIES A1J BELIIJVED TO 13EEXEEPT FROi 
RLGITATION, THEY HAVE NOT BEEN RLGISTERLD WITH TEE SECURITIES 
..ND LJXCHANGL CQiUISSIOI; EUT SUCH .EXM u1PTION IF AVAILABLE, DOES 
NO'I INDICATE TUAT THE SECURITIES }IAV BEEN EITHER APPROVED OR 
DIAFRUVED Y' THE CO1iLiISS ION OR 'THAT THE COMLISS ION HAS 
CONSIDERD '1HL ACCURACY OR COiPLETENESS OF TEE STATEEENTh IN 
TliI COELUNICAT ION."
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641 N. Callow Av. 


Bremerton, Wash.


October 23, 1948. 


At your request I have made an examinatIon of the 


mining claims comprising the Cosolidatedi•iolybdenum, Inc. Mine 


property duringOctober, 1948. 


I am embracing my findings in the attached Report. 


This Report is based upon what II-ave seeri:from certain recorded 


documents, maps, and from conversations with persons whom I 


consider to iQiow Whereof thoy have spoken. 


The intent herein is to give an accurate description 


of the property with the purpose in mind of offering duly sub-


stantiated facts, or.,. at times, my conclusions based upon my 


observations, combined with written documents. 


My purpose is to so place my statement of fact, that 


those interested in what I am saying will be able to draw correct 


conclusions relative to this 1ining Property, upon reading and 


studying what is to follow.


7 
Registered Profes'&ona bnginee.
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'INC. PROPERTY 


CöñóIid'a'ed Mo1ybdeum I. 'Property ':j5 '1ated in 


'Section 27Trp'. 2'5 'N, P. 10 E 'Ivi. in' the norheati'n part of 


King County, ashi'ngton It is in the Buena Vista Mining District'. 


'Oficil R'ord 'ó'thè '.roperty'are kepE	 the County Audito" s Office, 


of King Conty, at Seattle, Washington. 


.. "iJ"	 es'o	 hióh 'der United States 


and	 and iinink'Laws, mèáns that'the claimant 


in possession"can no.t'be distübed'except'b.y sonë' one who shows a better 


right to the pruises	 '"'	 '' ' ' 


•	 •Th 'pre h"owr h	 poss àed 'ócoup±èd ad'improved the 


the 11'requidmeflts siiicé 1905, or there-


abouts,	 '	 . ..	 '	 ",	 •"	 '	 ' L 'j"	 '•"•	 ' 


• "	 .'. '•" " Clan'&hrs	 'e n"ploàe"aind".è 1dindary tines max'kèd in 


théüsual manner. "	 ', " 


''.T'lè'2é'I á"l'o"ca1in 18'fedt b'18 feet conveniently situa'ted 


upoñtI&'proérty: 'a	 trail 'le	 and 'b. tuhnei 5 feet by 


7 feet in section. Some mining tools and cabin equipment. 


The general appearance'&f the property is such as convinces 


one that the owner or claimant, has thru all these years, valued and 


cherished this. property.... The "sid owner show,s by his toil and effort 


that he has continuously piace'd.faith i±i the promise the property offers. 
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It might be further stated as a fact, that the toil and effort 


put upon the property has been purposeful, and purst2ed with a high degree


of intelligence. 


The orebody outcropping and in the tunnel, is a mass and a 


flaked Molybdenite in a large Pegmatite dyke. There is reason to be-


lieve hat this property contains at leaàt two other, and separate 


Pegmatite dykes. 


ACCESSIBILITY 


The route to the Consolidated ivlolybdenum Inc. property, start-


ing from Seattle, is over U.S. Hiway No. 16, Last to North Bend, some 


29 miles, then northeasterly up the County Road following the North Fork 


of the Snoqualmie River some 26 miles. The 1 st 10 miles of this County 


Road has been built during 1948, and consists of a well gravelled road, 


built to support heavy traffic. 


It is a iine-to-iarket Road on a right-of-way secured by I ing 


County thru Court condemnation. This right-of-way. is scured to the 


Forestry Boundary, bne mile further than constructed, axd the Lennox 


iviinO is at the further end of this uncompleted mile. L$pect.tionof 


improvement of this last mile is thru cooperative effort of the owners 


of prbpertycontiguous to the Forestry Boundary and lying around the con-


fluence of the Lennox i\iver andthe North Fork of the Snoqualmie. 


From the Forestry Boundary, the State of Washington ivine-to-


Iarket Road Commission has surveyed and located a route up the Lennox 


River some 4 and 1/2 miles, substantially following the old, existing 
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trail southeasterly to the mouth of cougar Creek. Plans and specifi... 


cations have been prepared for construction of this section of road 


up Lennox River, and contract for construction is shortly expected to 


be let by the State of Washington Highway Department. Completion of the 


road is expected, and specifiedin the Specifications, a1y in 1949. 


The road when constructed Will end at the foot of the slope 


rising to the south aud approximately .3/4 mile north of the central part 


of Consolidated i\iiolybdenum Inc. property. 


From examination, access to the propertyfrom the end of the 


Mine to iiarket Road, as now located, will be upwards of 1 and 3/ miles 


of road on a 9% grade, with perhaps one or two "switch-backs". This 


route would take off up the Lennox River and over a northeasterly slope 


affording ample way for sustaining the desired grade. 


Ground is very good for road . construction and with proper 


drainage should not present any difficulties. The route follows thru 


a timbered area; hence no snow slide trouble. 


rr7Qr'DTnrnTrM 


The Consolidated Molybdenum.Inc. property is a group of 10 


claims, center lines of which extend from Cougar Creek South 520 East. The 


southerly string consists of 4 claims, each 1500 ft. up the mountain side and 


running from Cougar Creek South 52° Last, 6000 ft. Northerly from and parallel 


and adjecent to this string, are two strings of 3 claims extending so 


that the southeasterly end lines of all three strings lie in a straight 


line. Jnother way of description is to say that. 9 claims form a rectangle
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4500 ft., or three claims, 	 xtendi.ng South 52° Last up the 
, 


mountain, and three claims or 1800 ft. wide, at right angles to the slide 


lines across the upward slope. The tenth claim extends in line from the 


northwesterly part of the rectangular group downward to Cougar Creek - 


handle on a rectangle. 


The entire surface of the property is covered with a growth of 


Alpine and Noble Fir and Yellow Cypress. Some of the Cypress attains 


a diameter of 6 ft. indicating great age and the trees stand uninjured 


or deformed from any slides or other catastrophic agencies. This indicates 


a safe surface. 


Along the general center line of the southwesterly four claims 


up the mountain, there is a canyon, rising on a slope of 350, or 57 ft. 


per 100 ft. The wails are sheer granit and rise, in places, upwards of 


100 ft. above the floor; the width of the canyqn varies from 15 ft to 


50 ft


The floor from tougar Creek to the top of the slope is a 


Pegmatite with quartz, lying in laminated formation - 2 to 6 inches of the 


Pegmatite with a quartz ribbon in between 1/4 to 3 inches thick These


alternate ribbons fill the entire width between the canyon walls, and the 


IvIolybdenite ore is found in this floor formation. 


A tunnel 5 ft. by 7 ft. in section is driven in this canyon, in 


the second claim, some 1200 ft. from and 600 or 700 ft. higher than Cougar 


Creek.


The potd.l is in the side of the canyon, safely out of the creek 
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bed and after traversing thru the granite wall, strikes the Pegrnatite vein, 


100 feet in, and under the northerly side of the vein. It then follows 


the vein for a dista€ of 100 feet to the tunnel face. The walls of the 


tunnel are impregnated with the Molybdenite ores 


Parallel to and northerly from the canyon there are two creeks 


flowing in small gulches, in which the same Pegmatite shows up. Their 


extent is at present undetermined, The indication is more than enough to 


warrant extensive investigaiiou. A great deal of Molybdic Ocher coloration 


shows all along each of these creeks and Molybdic Ocher is an excellent 


guide to underlying Molybdenite deposits. 


THE DEPOSIT 


The strike of the veins on the Consolidated o1ybdenum Inc. Propert 


is South 52 East, the dip is 80° , to 900. The Pegmatite in the Canyon itself 


lies exposed from the upper edge of the talus above Cougar Creek, upward 


along the Canyon floor some 5000 ft. It varies in width from 15 to 50 ft. 


Pegmatites rise, from very great depths, and are notorious for their irregular 


structure. Their depth range is so great that no mine starting ona pro-


ductive Pegmatite is likely to reach a horizon too deep for further deposits. 


Zonal arrangment of minerals within Pegmatite bodies is common, 


but these changes re usually smetrica1 with respect to the walls and to 


the center line, and are not expression of depth. This is to say that any 


change of mineral within the body takes place un	 tei ..ross th section 


of Pegmatite, horizontally, and say, at right angles to the main axis of the 
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vein; it. does not change vertically as in enrichment veins with their 


zoz.l arrangement, according to age and specific gravities. 


?h	 arc.ctEri+-c of P'gme.t.ies i.s 'uite dependable, ar1 apld 
to the Consolidated Molybdenum The,. property we have a Pegmatite vein in depth 


from Elevation 3500M Cougar Creek, rising thru the four claims South 52° 


East to Elevation around 6000, or a depth of probably 2500 ft. with no 


information as to depth below Cougar Creek bed. 


Again, this same vein or a close relative strike off to the 


northwesc on the same bearing of North 520 i(est over Goat Mountain to 


Sunday Lake and can be traced for two and one-half miles; where it crosses 


Goat Mountain about one mile northwest, it outcrops considerably higher 


than the apex of the Consolidated Molybdenum property. 


This leads to the conclusion that here lies a tremendous body of 


ore. 


IIvORTANC OF MOLYBDENUM 


The reasonable assurance of an ample deposit of. ore brings- up 


the, question of - what gives this ore its importance? tf That is it used for? 


What is its value? 


1iolybdenite is composed of two elements, 6 molybdenum and 4 


sulphur, and is also iQiown as Molybdenum Sulphide. It is a soft, shiny, 


grey or b)ack mineral usually in flakes or plates. Its hardness is 1, 


and specific gravity 4.8. A cubic foot will weigh up. to 300 pounds. 


Molybdenite is used as a lubricants in its. place,, superior to 
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graphite, which it somewhat resembles. It is especially valuable around 


high-speed machinery and the moving parts of delicate instruments, as a 


it'.b'icant Refined, that is, IViolybdenite with constituent parts separated. 


smeited, leaves the metal, Molybdenum. Molybdenum is ueed in steel alloys 


for higll...speed tools, and steel and iron castings. It is found in the 


United States in Maine, New Hampshire, Washington, Co1o:ado and i'e Mexico 


Its value exists both before and after smltin	 Refini:'.g and 


concentrating is rather ticklish because of its specific gravioTr1 


c1os to the copper pyrites which may be present in small quantit:s in 


th Pegmatite along its joints with the Host Rook. This examintin has 


diselosed no pyrites but some is almost inevitable; however, the :aetal is 


recovered and the process is not an involved one as witness the present 


production. 


The diman. since World War II has great).y increase .d on account 


of new uses and ;itie: distribution of consumption; the price is by the pound, 


at present abou 16p' a pound for the Mo1yHente at the mine. 


ASS


Such data as to assays is, at this time, scant. The few samples 


reported tpon show 1	 - 4% 5% and one sample which returned l. This, 


roughly, gives 100 pounds per ton, or, say, 45.00 per ton. From all 


indioatiors this does not seem unreasonable, 


DEVELOPIVILNT 


The matter of development on the Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. 


property is one that should be give utmost care. Access to the property at 


this time is over trails and roads, and by late 1949 every indication is that 


motor traffic will be available to within 3/4 of a mile from the present cabin.
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The existing tunnel on the property appears to be in a well 


selected location. In this respect, it is not as criticism but as a 


suggestion, that a tunnel lower down toward Cougar Creek might be to a 


better advantage, as some 400 or 500 fet of elevation might better be 


utilized. The operating plan would control this matter. The mine looks 


as thoughit could be developed by worhing several levels. 


The slope down to the bottom of the hill is straight and any-


where on a convenient spot, the mill should be placed; this is a control 


factor.


It seems, from present information, that ore might be trans-


ferred over aerial tram from the upper reaches to a mill close down by 


the road where it could be loaded onto trucks for shipping. The mill to 


concentrate and store for shipping. 


There is ,00d possibility of ample water power both in Cougar 


Creelc and on Lennox Thver. Would suggest that this be with low head turbine, 


lVIachinery is more expensive but requires less construction - has a tendency 


towards getting everything c].ose-in. 


Owing to the distance out, it would appear that camp buildings 


will be necessary; a cook house with commissary and, later, a superintendent's 


house with an office. 


lime timbers will be necessary, which may be cut from timber on 


the ground This will probably work out cheaper if a small " portable mill" 


were set up at the start. Lumber and timbers could be cut from standing
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timber on the property as required and around 25.O0 per M. saved over 


market cost. It would also save unnecessary traffic oer' the road, which 


can interfere with, ore shipment. 


CONCLtTSION


From the indications on Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. property it 


should be plain to anyone acquainted with the ore Molybdenite, ar,5 the rook 


Pegrnatite, that here lies•a very promising Mine Propexty. The potential 


tonnage would only bea wild,,wiex'd guess t this time	 It is e±tein that 


one vein some 5000 feet loig, 15 feet wide, and average 1250. feet in depth 


exists and is in s1ht at a single glances iJith two other veins not so 


plainly discernible but showing strong evidence of similal- existence, it is 


too hypothetical at this time, to say anything more. 


We know only 'partially what the bottom may be0 The ore appears 


remarkably free from other metals than Molybdenum. The definite assurance 


of the road being built close to th Mine is an advantage few properties can 


enoy. In short, every feature and circumstance pertaining to this 


property "is enhancing its value. 


Hypothetically estimating production for sake of further 


elucidation, let us assume one tunnel 5 ft. by 7 ft. the length of each 


string of claims. 'The total length of tunnel would then be 


6000 ft. in the southerly string of 4 claims 
4500 ft. in each bf the two northerly' strings, or 
15000 ft. of theoretically prothctive ore. 


then the volume of material wouldbO 
.5 x '7 x 15000 


1& cu.rC per to	 0 35000 tons 


Average value of 35000 tons	 5% or 100 lbs.. Molybdenite per ton o ore 


would yield 3,500,000 lbs. Qf Molybderiite.'
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Such a vast quantity, even in theory is staggering and should 


not, of course, beused in any reasonable estimates. But again, we have 


only considered depth at 7 ft. and there is likely to be 1200 or 1500 


feet of depth, plus what may lie below the level of Cougar Creek Floor, 


Ore should be expected to such depth as Fegmatite may extend, and mined 


to such a horizon as the rock will stand, and Pegmatite extends to very 


great depth. 


It should be remembered also, thattfraninite, found only in 


Fegmatitos, is not an impossibility. No one knows for sure that this 


ore does not exist here on this property, and finding none would be no 


loss. No investigation has been made as far as we know. The basic con 


ditions for Uranium, Thorium, and other rare metals exist in this Pegrnatite, 


and is worth the test. The quantity of Molybdenite would soon pay the cost 


of such an investigation. 


Then too as characteristic in Pegmatite, there re quantities 


of clear quartz crystals in the rock around these dykes, Some observed, 


measured 3 inches long by 1 inch across. These, when clear, are valuable 


in lens making, and in radio and other industrial uses. 


Accessibility and extent of the deposit make this property a 


ey alüab1e one.







No. Shares 
1,470,000 


None


Offerthg Price 
101 


None 
14?,O00.0O 
36,760.00 


110,000.00 
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STATUTORY STATE!1EN1 CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM INC. 


Filed with Director of Licenes of State of 1iJashington. 


EXHIBIT 1. Incorporated in State of Washington, May 25, 1948. 


EXHIBIT 2. Address of registered businessoffice in State of'Tashington: 
14521 Aurora Avenue, Seattle 33, Washington. 


EXHIBIT 3. List of officers, all of rhom are directors, holding office for 
term of one yep.r, and amount of stock hé.d: 


.t.HaneenFesident, 614 Yale Avenue N., Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
L.J.Maddon, vice president, Rt..3 Box 415, Bremerton,Wash. 127,500 shares held 
K.O.Welling, secretary, 14521 Aurora Ave., Seattle, 11ash. 127,500 shaios held 
E.A.Arnburn, treasurer, 181425th S.,Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
C.L.Johnston, director, 245 S.?iiontgomery St.,Bremerton,Wn.127,500 shares held 
E. Saurors, director, Rt.3, Box 415-B, Bremerton, Wash. 	 127,500 shares held 
J. Madden, dire9tor11Rt , Box 415, Bremerton, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
G.M.0sterberg,"o', 756 Stimson Bldg, Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
V. Osterberg, director, 19345 37th Ave.N.E., Seattle, Mn. 127,500 shares held 
Mrs. L.Liptrap, director, 403 Bay Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 	 127,500 shares held 
'Jo Zybura, director, 4409 - 36th So., Seattle, Wash. 	 127,500 shares hetd 
1'rs.E.L.Watson,director, 756 Stimson Bldg., Seattle,Wn. 	 127,500 shares he1. 


XHIBIT 4. Number of shares of common stock authorized, all nonassessable, 
3,Od0,000 shares, par value 101 each. Preferred stock, None. 


E(HIBIT 5. Consolidated '.'tolybdenum, Inc., issued 127,000 shares t, each of 
twelve incorporators. 1,530,000 shares are placed in escrow with Frederick W. 
Post, 6251 - 31st N.E., Seattle, ashington, under agreement with Department of 
Licenses. 


E)thIBIT 6 Consideration received by bompany from shares issued and 
outstanding	 1y 1, 1948, is: On 1,530,000 shares, l53,0O0 value placed on 
lease and organizing. 


EXHIBIT 7. Statement of Assets and Liabilities as of July 1, 1948. 
ASSETS	 LIABILITIES 


Lease on property............'12?,5OO.00	 Common Stock issued.......1153,000.00 
Deferred cherges, 


prepaid expenses....... 25,500.0	 ___________ 
TOTAL......... '153,0b0.b0	 TOTAL........... ç153,O00.O0 


EXHIBIT 8. Number of shares or other securities to be issued to public in 
present offering: 


Common. Stock.. 
Preferred Stook........ 
Approximate amount expected to be derived from sale.. 
Approximate aniotznt of commissions to be paid......... 
Approximate amount of exploration work, development 


work, and equipment to be purohased.............


//
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EXHIBIT 9. Rate of commissions to be paid and form of payment. (In money 


or company's securities). 


1. Agents...........	 25 inmoney 
2. Member of corporation as selling agent,.. 25 in money 
.3.	 Underwriters. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None 


.Emount of salaries to be paid for ensuing year: 
No salaries are to be paid to the president or vice president or secretary 


or treasurer or' general manager or others. 


EXHIB'IT 10. Names and addresses of authorized Agents or underwriters at 
time of filing: 


Osterberg,. 75.6 Stims.on Bldg., Seattle, Washington 
.Vernn Osterberg, .19345 - 37th Avenue ., N.E., 'Seattle, WashthgtOn 
Mrs. E. L. Jatson, 756 Stimson Bldg., Seattle, Washingtoa 
Mrs. Lillian Liptrap,. 403 Bay Bldg., Seattle, Washington 
John Zybura, 4409 - 36th South, Seattle, Washington 
Garry L. Hansen, 614 Yale Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 
Leonard J. Madden, Rt. 3, Box 415, Bremerton, Washington 
Jack Liadden, Rt. 3, Box 415, Bremerton, Washington 
E. A. Amburn, 1814	 25th South, Seattle, Washington 
Kenneth 0. Welling, 14521 Aurora Avenue, Seattle 33, Washington 
Edwin Saurers, Rt. 3, B 415-B, Eremerton, Washington 
Carl L. Johnston, 245 S. iiontgomery Street, Bremerton, 1ashington 


EXHIBIT 11. (a) Describe fully history of company. (b) Describe claims 
and give their approximate location, and type of mining to be engaged in. 
(a) Give valuation of claims. (d) Proposed work. (a) Type of machinerf and 
equipment tobé puchased. (f) Briefly, outline purpose for which funds are to. 
'b used 


d,oxo1idad iolybenUn Inc. was drganized in 1'y,, 1948, It does not 


succeed any other fOrm of Miñiñg company; it is a completely new company The 
claims are located in the Buena Vista Mining district, which. district is .pproi-
mately 25 niles North and cast of North Bend, Washington. The company has è 9 
year lease on 8 claims (approximately 160 acres) lying in Section 27, Township 
25 North, Range 10 ast, iN. H., King County, Washington. No royalties or 0the' 
cash payments are payable under the lease. Ten of the inoorporators own the 
claims and have exchanged a leasehold interest in the claims for stock: in. the 
company. 


The value of the claims with improvements is 1 l27,500.Q0. Some tunnel 
work has been done. At the point of access to the ore bearing vein, a swift 
mountain stream called "Devil's Canyon" ous: through the vein. A tunnel has 
been driven into the side of the canyon, to curve around to the vein and escape 
'the water. Further development work proposed by the company includes driving 
the tunnel into the ore bearing vein; construction of housing facilities for 
workers, erection of mill and flotation plant, and the installation of a tram 
from mine to mill, together with the necessary grading.
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The machinery needed and proposed to be purchased includes; Diesel power 
plant, 50-ton mill., flotation plant, air compressors and drills, tramway equipment 
and hoist, bulldozer, together with the necessary ac qecsores and tackle for such 
equipment. 


The purpose for which the funds will be used will be to provide access roads 
to the public roads, grade and level the land upon the mining ciarns, 'ereôt such 
buildings as are necessary to house men and equipment, purchase mining, milling 
and flotation equipment, and to develop the tunnels and shafts to the point of 
production; thereafter, to provide capital for the maintenance of payrolS, 
payment of taxes, and purchase of supples, 


There is no present authorizatjon in the organizational plan of the company 
for the payment of salaries to the officers as such, and. no such aätion is 
contemplated until production problems necessitate sufficient O.mounts of their 
time that salaries are deemed necessary by the board of directors in order to 
sequre the type of administration needed to carry on the. work. 


Daed May 25., 1948.. 


(Corporate Seal)
	


COiSOLIDJTED i.IOLYBDENUM, NQ., 


i-/vj./ 


By G..L.Hansen, President. 


Attest: IC.0.Vfellng, Seoreta.ry


/3
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305 Howarth Hall 	 TaCCXrJa, Wasriinton	 3I0 North 31st Street 
College of Puget Sound 	 Pr. 1715 


•	 Pr. 3521 


On October 7 to 9, l9 49, an attempt was made' to examine the holdings 


of the Consolidated Molybdenum, Inc., property located in sec. '26 and 27, 


R1OE, T 25 N, W.M, Conditions of weather made a complete examination 


impossible. Determination of the nature and character of the veins was 


possible and this section of the report will deal with this phase. 


The 1,ocation of the vein is in Devil's Canyon 1 Erosion has removed, 


within recent times, some 200 feet of veih material from the canyon. 


The wall rock of Dêil t s Cailyori i pre .-Cáscadian Granite (Hornblend 


Biotite G±anite) The equence of events that produced Devil s-s Canyon are: 


(i Moxrnal fault in which the west bio has dropped,. thus giving a vertical 


diEplacement of the tgo ide	 Thi cdthpoeht was not accessible witiir the 


tiiae spext on th prOpel"ttj 	 ±iitd this fault was intruded, a fissu±'e veit


c r'artz The vein material is iassy and. well frozen on the wall of the 


respective blocks. (3) At some later time a dilation dike of Cascadian 


ganodirite was introduced. This dike opened the. old fissure forcing the 


rspective wall apart to the extent of three to ten feet. (14.) Th 


inert is not clear in relation to the time element, but a sufficient time later 


the dike had crystalized. This was, a lateral movement,, again involving the 


foot block that moved to the south. Either simultaneous 4th this movement or 


at some time later, quartz carrying uifides invaded the dike. This invasion 


filled the fractures. and replaced some of the original quartz and. rock minerals. 


Mineralization is in all three components of t1e zone. The characteristic 


mineral is molybd.enite with lesser amounts of other sulfides. This type of 


deposition is known as "deciminated. replacement" and is one of the known types 


of molyhdenii de,os4.ts.
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Molybdenite tends to deposit in definite zones, but just what part of 


the zone of deposition is represented by the area that is intersected by 


the tunnel is not clear; however, it is my impression from what I observed 


that the location of the 'tunnel is about midway in the zone of molybdenite 


deposition. At a higher elevation represented. by advancing up the canyon, 


the other sulfides seem to run stronger. At some distance down the canyon, 


there are tear faults that have a good showing o± molybdenite. These facts 


would seem to establish the above hypotheses. 


There were no samples taken at this time for assay. Samples should be 


carefully cut from wall to wall and of uniform depth and assayed. Until this 


is done very little can be said as to whether the Devil's Canyon is a mine or 


not. Just by vièual inspection, it wo4d appear that there is enough strength 


to the deposit to warrant a complete sampling and detailed examination, 


After sampling and assaying has established the tenure of the ore, then 


a mining engineer could lay out a mining system for the adequate development 


of the property.. The topography is such that thelocation of tunnels and th 


works.wouid not present a problem.
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On August 19, 1950 the property of the Consolidated Molybdenum 


Incorporated was visited by the author with the purpose of completing the 


exanination that was started last October and abandoned because of adverse 


weather conditions. The canyon was explored except the extreme upper end, 


Heavy rains made the entrance of the canyon at this point impossible, 


In the preliminary report the rock conditions were discus Sec1 n 


detail and the type of veins were studied, Here the author will oily 


augment that report and make some changes in the sequence of events that 


lead to the deposition of molybdenite a the characteristic sulfide mineral. 


The Consolidated. Molybdenum Incorporated p±'operties are in 


Section 26, 27; R.lO E.; T.25 N.; W.M. 


The past history of the property is not recorded in the literature 


and is unknown to the author. However, in "Mining in the Northwest" edited 


by L. K. Hodges in 1897 there is a statement that 'as early as 1892 prospec 


tore had crossed the divide from the Skykoinish - Miller riverside into the 


watershed of the Snoqualnile river. However there is no mention of Molybde-


nite made at this time. 


Metallic Molybdenum was isolated in 1782 but no large scale pro-


duction was made until 1913 and real important production began in 1927. 


Practically all molybdenum produced is utilized in the making of alloys of 


Iron and steel, Molybd.enum acts like tungsten but more so. It requires 


approximately 50% less molybdenum to obtain a, similar quality of alloy. 


Molybdenum is at the present the most important hardening alloying metal. 


Strength, ductility, and a tendency to resist crystallization in iron and 


steel are increased by the use of molybdenum. Molybdenum alloyed steels 


are extensively used where strength, heat resistance, and resistance to 


crysta1i3tion are required a in aireraft parts, automobiles, shafts,
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high speed tools, sears, guns, and armor plate. These uses make molybdenum 


a critical metal in peace as well as war. 


Geology: The walls of Devil's Canyon are pre-Cascadian or early Cascad.ian 


granite (hornblend biotite granite). The sequence of events that produced Devil's 
Canyon are: 


(1) Normal faulting in which the west block had both a strike and dip component. 
This resulted in both vertical and horizontal displacement. Erosion has obscured 
the amount of this movement and as it has no direct relation to the events that 
produced the mineralization very little time was spent on this consideration, 


(2) Into this fault was intruded a dilation dyke of granodiorite, This grano-
diorite is of the so called Cascadian granodiorite type0 


(3) A second series of movements took olace that shattered the granodior 
ite dike but apparently did. not extend into the wall rock. 


(Li.) Into these secoidary fractures were intruded quarts in small amounts 3 Well formed crystals were present in places. 


(5) Movement was again active. This third movement extended into the canyon 
wail producing tear faults in the downthrow block, West block, or foot wall. 


(6) At sometime later, probably at or near the last stages of Cascadian intrus-
ive action, veins of moderate high temperature quarts invaded all fractures. 
These solutions and vapors carrying quartz and molybdenite were under sufficient 
prersure to invade the granodiorite, depositing fine grained molodenite in the 
spaces between the crystals of the rock. In some places rosettes of molybdenite 
c'ccures in the granodiorite. 


The Quartz carrying molybdenite is in the main glassy with the molybdenite 


occurring within the quartz as well as at the ccntact of the veins with the wall 


rock. These quartz veins make up approximately 25% of the mineralized area. 


Devil's Canyon is . narrow slot left by the erosion of the quarts bearing 


granodiorite dike. The walls are precipitous and the grade o' the canyon i 


roughly 22 degrees. This, however, is interrupted by several abrupt cliffs in 


the floor of the canyon and becomes a torrent even with a small amount of rain. 


Much of the canyon floor is covered with detritus that obscures mineralization.
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Deer Gulch is the main teal' fault that cuts the foot wall block. This 


fault has the same history as the main Devil's Ca±iyon fault and contains the 


same type of mineralizatiOn. The vein in Deer Gulch may be the vein that is 


cut by the tunnel in Devil's Canyon, but more probably it is a 'tear fault vein 


of simultaneous origin. liowevr there is evidence that there is a second dike 


east of Devil's, Canyon. This was not investigated but shpuld be. 


The mineralized zone varies in width from two feet to ten feet. The


pinching and swelling follows the original fault walls and is characteristic. 


As elevation in the canyon is gained by advancing up the canyon, other 


sulfide minerals appear. This is the normal history of veins of this type. 


The description of the mineralized area was difficult because of the erosion, 


One rarely sees the entire width of the mineralized dike and the quartz veins 


that accompany it at a single exposure. The dike rock has had some alteration 


as the result 01' the intrusion of the quartz bearing hot solutions. This has 


made the deposition of the molybdenite possible by opening minute channels be-


tn ti cxy:ai tha; ;zre Ii6tuc;eJ. br th 	 mvmei. I:. th-


orite that has been exposed by the erosion and acted upon by:the air plus some 


acide waters, some of the molybdenite has been altered to molybdite, Mo 203 or 


molybdenum ochre. This gives the rock some of the characteristic yellow appear-


ance. This should not be confused with the yellowish color of the iron stains 


of limonite, 


The quartz veins range in width' from almost undiscernible veinlets to veins 


six inches wide. Associated with the quartz vein matter is a small, amount of 


serisite probably derived from'tlie alteration of the feldspars. The dissemination 


of niolybdenite in both the granodiorite and. the quartz veins is not uniform in
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concentration but leans and. strengthens from area to area. Where the vein is 


broadest the mineralization may be reduced per unit area, but the amount of mm-


eral present will be approximately the same. Where two quartz veins or late 


faults intersect there is a tendency towards enrichment. The overall is a strong 


showiig of molybdenum with ample tops to make an operation advisable. 


Before much capital is invested for other purposes there should be a drilling 


program planned and the results of such a program carefully studied, This will 


tell just how much ore there is present and. how it is ccncentrated. As the 


property now stands it is a raw prosiect and there is no ore that can be estimated 


or described farther than to say that there is, on the basis of surface showings, 


a sizable tonnage of theoretical ore. 


As molybdenite tends to deposit in a definite zone under rather a narrow 


thermal range, it would appear that the location of the present tunnel is in the 


upper part of the lower half of the mineralized zone. A new location should be 


sought at a lower level and a mining engineer employed to lay out the minIng 


methods. Such a location could be found about two hundred feet below the presert 


tunnel level. 


After careful examination of the property it is my recommendation that the 


Board of Directors draw up a plan that will give a comprehensive and logical 


approach to the problem. This should be in writing for future reference. Dis-


coveries should be made on the other two claims and trails blazed to said discov-


eries so that they may be readily accessible for examination, 


A new cabin and such other buildings as are appertenant should be planned 


for early sDring and so loca-ed that the danger of snow slides would be avoided. 


The present cabin is untenantable.
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At the places where ropss arc now used, trails should be cut around in 


the cliff so the canyon can be seen as a whole without endangering life and limb. 


Hand. samples are inadequate so large samples should be taken from several 


cuts and keep separate. These can be cut with powder and sent to some est&o-


lished firm that is equipped to make a concentration test on the ore. Samples 


should be in. tile neighborhood of 500 pounds each. 


It is my belief that such a method of sampling would show enough strength 


to the ore body to warrant development in the inediate future. 


/s/ F. A Mc-ii11in 


F A0 McMILLIN 
Economic Geologist


•0•
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U. S.PARTMENT OF THE INTERIOF 


: DEF	 MINERALS ADMINISTRATION	 S 


APPLICATION ;FOR AID FOR AN ______ 
DO NOT FILL IN THIS BLOCKS 


EXPLORATION PROJECT PURSUANT TO Docket No 


MINERAL ORDER 5, UNDER	 . Date received 


DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT OF 1950 Participation 


¶	
•1• 


1-	 __i ¶ 


Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. 
80i Central Building 
Seattle Li., Washington


F	 a 
i... 


I	 I


o	 . 	 N,ame and 
address of 
applican 


Date	 2	 ------


FILL IN THIS BLOCK S 


Date of application	 May 28,	 195 1 	 Estimated cost	 5,OOO 


Mineral or metal	 Percentage of Government participation -----


Location of mine King County, Washington


Date of filing MF-100	 DMA Docket Number if available 


INSTRUCTIONS	 .... 


Read Mineral Order 5, Regulations Governing Government 	 if you cannot answer it, so state on the form. Where the 
Aid in Defense Projects, before completing this application, 	 apace provided for answer is insufficient, answer on a separate 
Submit four signed copies of the application to Defense Mm	 sheet, annex it to the application form, and refer to it in space 
erals Administration, Department of the Interior, Washington	 for answer If the application is approved, you will be pre-
25, D. C., or to the nearest field executive officer thereof, with	 sented with an exploration project contract on Form MF-200, 
your name and address on each sheet of the application and 	 for your signature. 
all accompanying papers. If any question is inapplicable, or 


THE APPLICANT 


5 1L Is applicant an individual, partnership, or corporation? 
*2. If a partnership, state names and addresses of partners. 
*3, If a corporation, state names and addresses of officers, directors, and five largest stockholders. 
*4, Describe the mining and general business experience of (a) the applicant, and (b) the person or persons who will manage the 


project.	 .	 . 
*5• Are you the owner or the lessee of the property? 
6. If owner, state what claims, liens, or encumbrances, if any, are against the property. 
7. If lessee, attach a copy of the lease and state if it is in good standing. 	 .	 . 


NOTE —It will be necessary to procure and attach to the exploration project contract agreements of claimants, lienors n 
cumbrances and lessors subordinating their interests in the property to the interest of the Government under the 
contract. 


8. Furnish current financial statement, showing assets and liabilities, and a profit and loss statement. 
9. How much money is applicant prepared to invest in proposed project? Is it sufficient to pay your part of the cost of the 


project as detailed in question 23 of this application form, in accordance with the regulations on Government participation 
(Section 9 of Mineral Order 5)? 


• If you have already answered these questions on MF-100, you are not required to answer the questions for this application. 
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THE PROPERTY 


10. (a) Give a description of the real property that will be in any way involved in the exploration project, including any existing 
mine or operating pro.perty. 


(b) Give the legal description of the exact parcel, plot, or area upon which the exploration is to be conducted. 
NOTE.—If both areas are the same, so state. The only obligation to repay the Government is from the net earnings from 


any commercial discovery made in 'the area specified in (5) above in which the exploration is to
• be conducted, 


and the expenditure of funds which may be charged as costs of the project must be limited to that area or to 
work necessary to perform the exploration in that area. 


*11. State the present and former names of the property, if any. 
*12. State, in detail, the location of the property with reference to towns, railroads, roads, ship.ping points, including distances 


and direètions and kinds and conditions of roads. 
*13. State source and quantity of water available for operations and its sufficiency at all seasons. 


State amount of power to be used, .rate per hour or other cost, and source. 
*14. Describe any existing useable facilities,' equipment, buildings, or structure now on the property that will be devoted to the 


exploration work. 
15. State in detail how the ore could be shipped and how and where milled. 


*16. History: 
(a) Give a statement, as complete as possible, of previous exploration, development, operation, and production of property, 


with reasons for any past suspensions of operations.	 ••	 V 


(b) State briefly the known history and production of adjoining and neighboring properties. 
(c) Furnish any available (private) reports that may apply to this application, including results of mine examinations, 


recommended exploration and development, and metallurgical investigations. 
*17 Production: 
•	 (a) If mine is in production, furnish the following information: 


	


Grade ar	 '	 Net value 


	


Tons par day	 analysis	 Cost per .t on	 '	 per ton 
(1) Mining 
(2) Milling 
(3) Shipped 


or sold	 .	 .	 V 


*18. Ore or mineral reserves: (If property is or has been o.perating.) 
(a) Describe the ore or mineral deposits briefly. 	 V 


(b) Submit available maps and assay data. 	 V 


(e) Give estimated' tonnage and grade of each class of ore reserves. 
19. State any conditions or circumstances regarding the property not sufficiently brought out by the foregoing questions. 


THE EXPLORATION 
20. For what mineral or minerals and for what types of deposits and ores will the exploration be conducted? 
21. Describe briefly, but concisely, the proposed work and' the estimated time required to complete it. 


NOTE.—The Government will not participate in a project that will require more than 2 years to complete. 
22. Furnish statement of the geological basis of the project with particular emphasis on factors leading the operator to expect the 


finding of commercial ore bodies. This statement should be accompanied by supporting maps such as geological maps, maps 
of the proposed openings and assay maps, sample lists, and other pertinent data. 


THE REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS 


23. Tabulate in the form of an itemized statement with a sum for each item the estimated requirements and costs of the project so 
that the total will give the estimated cost of the project in which the Government will participate, as follows: 
(a) Labor, by numbers and classes (miners, muckers, millmen, etc.), with wages of each. 
(b) Supervisors, by numbers and positions, with salaries of each. 
(c) Cost of necessary repairs to existing facilities, structures, and buildings. 
(d) Cost of necessary installation or construction of additional facilities, structures, and buildings. 
(e) Cost of items of equipment, not now owned by the applicant which must be purchased for operations at a cost of $50 or 


more each. 
(f) Cost of rental for equipment which the operator proposes to rent. 	 V 


(g) Rental value of items of equipment which the operator now owns and which will be devoted to the work. 
(h) Cost of materials and supplies, including items of equipment costing less than $50 each. 
(i) cost of power, water, utilities, and any other items not provided for above. 


24. Furnish a time schedule of the project, stated in terms of months after project is approved, showing progress expected to be 
accomplished and the money expected to be spent. 


CERTIFICATION 
The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on its behalf, hereby certify that the information con-


tained in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete to the best of their knowledge and belief. 


By 


	


(Name of company)	 V 	 (Signature of authorized official) 


(Date)	 (Title) 
Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes). Section 1001. makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any department or agency 


of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction. 	 V 


5 Same as footnote on page 1. 	 16-64067-1	 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING oFFICE
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CONSOLIDATED MoLYBDENUM, INC. 


SEATTLE 4. WASHINGTON 


801 cerit 'r1 B'i)4int 


].. QorporcttOu . 
. .	 2, . Not a partnez'ship 


3, Please see pio 11 of Mr. Spragze's report which is attached. 
14., Th atp1tnt 1a boen frnUtar with mines sncl mtnth i'or 


about tho pt 20 or 25 ;jea	 haz hadnany years practt-
ti hueiné6i eper1enee both as a responsible employee of 


various business firms and operattn his own	 tness. The
varioii Of±te3r8 end directors have had many yera of rn'actt 
cal rr'iiin experience as te11 as business experience. 


5, Tho corporation is the ovner of eone of the claims and the 
lessee o t 8 of the claim. 


6. None, 
7. The 1eae is in good standing and it is leased for 99 years, 


Due to the fact that the lease is rather vo.uminous copy 
is not attached, but it can be supplied if it is necessary. 


8. Pinanci 'i statemst i att.ed,. 
9. We are proparod to invest 50O.00 with a o vernutent part-


icipation of L.,5O0.00. 
10. (a) See pare I f Mr. sprague's report. 


(b) Same. 
U • Devil 's Canyon Mine. 
12. ee refer o aes 2 and 3 of Mr. Sprague's report..Th 


mine to market road, which at the tlre Mr. Sprague's report 
vias vritten ws in the piarmtn stg' on	 has now teen 
conpieted and tLe road is rzithin about I mile o Consoitdated 
Mol ybdenum property. An extension of the road by te State 
kiighwoy Commission has been applied for and we hope that it 
will be started in the near future. The property is located 
approxiai.te1y 26 miles northeast of North Bsid and transport-
ation. The present road is in good. condition and will bear 
heavy traff 16. 


13. There,is a large waterfall on Cougar Creek at the foot of 
Devil a Canj'3n azri ample water pow 	 ou1d be obtained from
that source. There is also a sinai.l creek wnich flows down 
throigh Devil's Canron hicb could be Aarnassed to a certain 
extent. 


i).. Due to the creek coming down Devil's Canyon it was found 
nccessary at the start to drive a tunnel in at the site of 
the canyon to curve in under the waterfall in order to arrive 
st the main vein of molybdenum on the property. This tunnel 
is approximately 220 feet in. There is a log cabin on the 
property approximately 18 feet square with shake aides and 
root. This cabin can be used as a tool shed and t or storing 
equipment. 


15, The. ore could be shipped by truck after it had been milled on 
the property, The concentrate could be used as. the slag
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Would drift off. 
i6. History. (a) This property has been explored mostly to 


• wards a development of the; molybdenum existing there. The 
operations were suspended however, because of the lack of 


• a road into the property, but this is being remedied. (b) 
B ear B ásin Mining Company in the area is producig gold, 
silver and copper. across Cougar Creek from Devil s Can 
yen lies the Jackpot Mine which we have been toid has zinc. 
(e)	 e have already indicated thot 7r,'Spr*ague s report 
is attached and attached also is a reort by r. Eredoriok 
A. McMillan geologist,, which is solfexplanatory. 


17. None. 
18. (a) 1. Ue have a large deposit of quartz crystals. 2. Ve 


believe we also have an extensive deposit of mdbdenum. 3. 
have just recently found that we also have a large de 


posit of sehee1ite, but we have not as'yet been able to 
obtain assays or otherwise verify this. (b) See page 7 
of fr. Sprague's report. We will be glad to submit samples 
of the crystals as we cannot have them assayed and oven a 
hardness test 'has given us no definite results. (c) The 
crystals are more than' plentiful in the area. 


19. These crystals vary in stzo from small ones to the average 
which is, perhaps about 2 to. 3 inches long by about 1 Inch 
thick. there are indications that the orystas reach a 
size of tthout 9' inches long by about 3 or L. incte s through. 


20. Quartz crystals. 
21. It will be necessary for traIls to be blasted in the sides 


of the cliff leading up to the upper part of the canyon as 
that Is where the crystals predominate. It will be necess• 
ary first to erect'a suitable, tool shed which will be near 
to the mine itself • it should take out 3 months to com 
pleto thIs. 


22. The quartz crystals are predominant in the area and are 
found in quiart veins. Those crystals vary In size from 
small ones to ones approximately 2 to 3 inches long by 
about 2 Inches 'through. There are indications that these 
crystals reach a length of about 9 inches by about 3 or 
L. Inches through.. Ve recently attempted to have a hardness 
test on these crystAls but it was Impossible to complete 
it. This was done at the TJnl,versity of Washington. 


23. (a) Labor at minimum union wage 3.,OOO,0O. (b) Supervisor 
•	 5OO..00. (d) Tool shed 3OO.O0. (h) blasting powder 1,2OO.0O. 
2L., Project should be completed in about 3 months time. 


Very truly yours, 


CONS0LZDATD 0LtBDENTJt[, INC. 


V. . Osterberg 
President 


v:o :v].
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REPORT ON 


ONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM, INC • HOLDINGS 


IN T1 BUENA VISTA MINING DISTRICT


KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON 


by 


OLIN M. SPRAGUE 


Professional Engineer 
641 N. Callow Avenue 


Brernerton, iashington. 


"BECAUSE THESE SECURiTIES ARJ BELIVED TO BE EXEMPT FROII 
REGISTRATION, THEY HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED WITH THE, SECURITIES 
AND iJXCHANGE COivilISSION; hUT SUCH EXEMPTION, IF AVAILABLE, DOES 
NOT INDICATE TEAT THE SECURITIES HAVE BEEN EITHER APPROVED OR 
DISAPROVED BY THE COhIjISS ION OR THAT THE COMAISS ION HAS 
CONSIDERED THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF THE STATLHE'NTS IN 
THIS COMIVBNICATION."
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641 N. Callow Ày. 


Bremerton, Wash.


October 23, 1948. 


At your request I have made an examination of the 


mining claims comprising the Coso1idated iio1ybdenum, Inc. Mine 


property during October, 1948. 


I am embracing my findings in the attached Report. 


This Report is based upon what I have seen, from cextain -corded 


documents, maps, and from cbnversations with persons whom I 


consider to know whereof thy have spoken. 


The intent herein is to give an accurate description 


of the property with the purpose in mind of offering duly sub-


stantiated facts, or, at times, my cohclusions based upon my 


observations, combined with witten dOcuments. 


My purpose is to so place my statement of fact, that 


those interested in what I am saying will be able to draw correct 


conclusions relative to this Mining Property, upon reading an 


studying what is to follow.


-	 -	
- 


Registered Profesa'ionaY.Enginee.
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CONSOLIDATED IiOLYBDENUM INC. PROPERTY 


Th Consolidated iviolybdenum Inc. Property is located in 


Section 27, Twp. 25 N., R. 10 ., v.M. in the northeastern part of 


King County, ashington. It is in the Buena Vista Mining District. 


Official Records of the property are kept in the County Auditor's Office, 


of King County, at Seattle, Washington. 


Ownership is by Possessory Right, which, under United States 


and ashington State Mineral and Mining Laws, means that the 1aiMant 


in possession can not be distitbed except by some one who shows a better 


right to the premises. 


The present owner has possessed, occupied, and improved the 


property, and complied with the legal requirements since 1905, or there-


abouts.


Claim corners are in place and the boundary lines marked in 


the usual manner. 


There is a log cabin 18 feet by 18 feet conveniently situated 


upon the property: a good trail leading thereto, and a tunnel 5 feet by 


7 feet in section. Some mining tools and cabin equipment. 


The general appearance of the property is such as convinces 


one that the owner or claimant, has thru all these years, valued and 


cherished this property. The said owner shows by his toil and effort 


that he has continuously placed faith in the promise the property offers. 
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It might be further stated as a fact, that the toil and effort 


put upon the property has been purposeful, and pursued with a high degree 


of intelligence. 


The orebody outcropping and in the tunnel, is a mass and a 


flaked Molybdenite in a large Pegmatite dyke. There is reason to be-


lieve that this property contains at least two other, and separate 


Pegma.tite dykes. 


ACCESS lB ILITY 


The route to the Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. property, start-


ing from Seattle, is over U.S. Hiway No. 10, Last to North Bend, some 


29 miles, then northeasterly up the County Road following the North Fork 


of.the Snoqualmie River some 26 miles. The 1 st 10 miles of this County 


Road has been built during 1948, and ccaisists of a well gravelled road, 


built to support heavy traffic. 


It is a Mine-to-Market Road on a right-of-way secured by Ling 


County thru Court condemnation. This right-of-way is secured to the 


Forestry Boundary, one mile further than constructed, and the Lennox 


Mifle is at the further end of this uncompleted mile. Expectation of 


improvement of this last mile is thru cooperative effort of the owners 


of property contiguous to the Forestry Boundary and lying around the con-


fluence of the Lennox Liver and the North Fork of the Snoqualmie. 


From the Forestry Boundary, the State Qf ashington iviine-to-


iJarket Road Commission has surveyed and located a route up the Lennox 


River some 4 and l/2miles, substantially following the old, existing 
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trail southeasterly to the mouth of Cougar Creek. Plans and specifi-. 


cations have beeii prepared for construction of this section of road 


up Lennox River, and contract for construction is shortly expected to 


be let by the State of Washington Highway Department. Completion of the 


road is expected, and specified in the Specifications, early in 1949. 


The road when constructed will end at the foot of the slope 


rising to the south and approximately 3/4 mile north of the central part 


of Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. property. 


From examination, access to the property from the end of the 


Mine to i'iarket Road, as now located, will be upwards of 1 an 3/4 miles 


of road on a 9% grade, with perhaps one or two "switch-back&'. This 


route would take off up the Lennox River and over a northeasterly slope 


affording ample way for sustaining the desired grade. 


Ground is very good for road construction and with proper 


drainage should not present any difficulties0 The route follows thru 


a timbered area; hence no snow slide trouble. 


rrC'	 r-mTrTT 


The Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. property is a group of 10 


claims, center lines of which extend from Cougar Creek South 520 East. The 


southerly string consists of 4 claims, each 1500 ft. up.the mountain side and 


running from Cougar Creek South 52° Last, 6000 ft. Northerly from and parallel 


and adjacent to this string, are two strings of 3 claims extending so 


that the southeasterly end lines of all three strings lie in a straight 


line. J.nother way of description is to say that 9 claims form a rectangle 
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4500 ft., or three claims, long, a'nd extending South 52° East up the 


mountain, and three claims or 1800 ft. wide, at right angles to the slide 


lines across the upward slope. The tenth claim extends in line from the 


northwesterly part of the rectangular group downward to Cougar Creek a 


handle on a rectangle. 


The entire surface of the property is covered with a growth of 


Alpine and Noble Fir and Yellow Cypress. Some of the Cypress attains 


a diameter of 6 ft. indicating great age and the trees stand uninjured 


or deformed from any slides or other catastrophic agencies. This indicates 


a safe surface.	 / 


Along the general center line of the southwesterly four claims 


up the mountain, there is a canyon, rising on a slope of 350, or 57 ft. 


per 100 ft. The wails are sheer granit and rise, in places, upwards of 


100 ft. above the floor; the width of the canyon varies from 15 ft to 


50 ft.


The floor from Cougar Creek to the top of the slope is a 


Pegmatite with quartz, lying in laminated formation - 2 to 6 inches of the 


Pegmatite with a quartz ribbon in between 1/4 to 3 inches thick. These 


alternate ribbons fill the entire width between the canyon walls, and the 


Molybdenite ore is found in this floor formation. 


A tunnel 5 ft. by 7 ft. in section is driven in this canyon, in 


the second claim, some 1200 ft. from and 600 or 700 ft. higher than Cotigar 


Creek.


The pottl is in the side of the canyon, sarely out of the. creek 
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bed and after traversing thru the granite wall, strikes the Pegmatite vein, 


100 feet in, and under the northerly side of the vein. It then follows 


the vein ftr a distance of 100 feet to the tunnel face. The iive.11s of the 


tunnel are impregnated with the Itiolybdenite ore. 


Parallel to and northerly from the canyon there are two creeks 


flowing in small gulches, in which the same Pegmatite shows up. Their 


extent is at present undetermined, The indication is more than enough to 


warrant extensive investigation. A great deal of iviolybdic Ocher coloration 


shows all along each of these creeks and i'iiolybdic Ocher is an excellent 


guide to underlying Molybdenite deposits. 


Ti DEPOSIT 


The strike of the veins on the Consolidated Io1ybdenum Inc. Property 


is South 52 East, the dip is 800 to 90°. The Fegmatite in the Canyon itself 


lies exposed from the upper edge of the talus above Cougar Creek, upward 


along the Canyon floor some 5000 ft. It varies in width from 15 to 50 ft. 


Fegmatites rise from very great depths, and are notorious for their irregular 


structure. Their depth range is so great that no mine starting on a pro-


ductive Pegmatite is likely to reach a horizon too deep for further deposits. 


Zonal arrangment of minerals within Peginatite bodies is common, 


but these.ohanges re usually smetrical with respect to the walls and to 


the center line, and are not expression of depth. This is to say that any 


change of mineral within the body takes place immediately across the section 


of Pegmatite, horizontally, and say, at right angles to the main axis of the 
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vein; it does not change vertically as in enrichment veins With their 


zor.a]. arrangement, according to age and specific gravities. 


This characteristic of Pegmatites is quite dependable, and applied 


to the Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. property we have a Pegrnatite vein in depth 


from Elevation 3500 ãt Cougar Creek, rising thru the four claims South 52° 


East to Elevation around 6000, or a depth of probably 2500 ft. with no 


information as to depth below Cougar Creek bed. 


Again, this same vein or a close relative strike off to the 


northwest on the same beariig of North 520 west over Goat Mountain to 


Sunday Lake and can be traced for two and one-half miles; where it crosses 


Goat Mountain about one mile northwest, it outcrops considex4ably higher 


than the apex of the Consolidated Molybdenum property. 


This leads to the conclusion that here lies a tremendous body of 


ore. 


IJIQRTANCE O M0LBDENUM 


The reasonable assurance of an ample deposit of ore brings up 


the question of - what gives this ore its importance? what is it used for? 


What is its value? 


L±olybdenite is composed of two elements, 6 molybdenum and 4 


sulphur, and is also imown as Molybdenum Suiphide. It is a soft, shiny, 


grey or black mineral usually in flakes or plates. Its hardness is 1, 


and specific gravity 4.8. A cubic foot will weigh up to 300 pounds. 


Molybdenite is used as a lubricant; in its place, superior to 
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graphite, which it somewhat resembles. It is' especially valuable aroun& 


high-speed machinery and the moving parts of delicate instruments, as a 


hibrican	 Refined, that is, Iviolybdenite with constituent parts separated-


1tC	 leaves the metal, Molybdenum. Molybdenum is ueed in steel alloys 


for ii.ghspeed tools, and steel and iron castings. It is found in the 


United Sates in Maine, New Hampshire Washirigon, Colorado and ie Mexico. 


Its value exist,s both beforo and after smelting Refini.g end 


concentrating is rather ticklish because of its specific gravicoTr 


1oso to the copper pyrites which may be present in small quant.itie i.n 


the Fegmatite along its joints with the Host Rock. This examination ha 


diselosed no pyrites but some is almost inevitable; however, the ital is 


recovered and the process is not an involved one as witness the present 


production. 


Th c1mand sinc 'c?rld	 Ii has greatly iicreascd on account 


of new uos ard	 1:' d±sribicn of consurntion; the price is by the pound, 


at preseiit about iCç a ourd fcr the Mciyh'eni 4 e at the mine, 


l Q? P £JL	 j. 


Su3h data a to assays is, at this time, scant.	 The few samples 


reported upon show 4% - 5% and one sample which returned l. This,


roughly, gives 100 pounds per ton, or, say, 45.00 per ton. From all 


indications this does not seem unreasonable. 


rTrflLT rr)1\ flt.MSfl 


The matter of development on the Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. 


property is one that should be give utmost care. Access to the property at 


this time is over trails and roads, and by late 1949 'every indiCation is that 


motor traffic will be available to within 3/4 of a mile from the present cabin. 
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The existing tunnel on the property appears to be in a well 


selected location. In this respect, it is not as criticism but as a 


suggestion, that a tunnel lower down toward Cougar Creek might be to a 


better advantage, as some 400 or 500 fet of elevation might better be 


utilized. The operating plan would control this matter. The mine looks 


as though it could be developed by worhing several levels. 


The slope down to the bottom of the hill is straight and any-


where on a convenient spot, the mill should be placed; this is a control 


factor.


It seems, from present information, that ore might be trans-


ferred over aerial tram from the upper reaches to a mill close down by 


the road where it could be loaded onto trucks for shipping. The mill to 


concentrate and store for shipping.. 


There is good possibility of ample water power both in Cougar 


Creek and on Lennox Pbver. Would suggest that this be with low head turbine. 


Machinery is more expensive but requires lees construction - has a tendency 


towards getting everything " o].ose-in". 


Owing to the distance out, it would appear that camp buildings 


will be necessary; a cook house with commissary and, later, a superintendent's 


house with an officeG 


Mine timbers will be necessary, which may be cut from timber on 


the ground. This will probably work out cheaper if a small "portable mill" 


were set up at the start0 Lumber and timbers could be cut from standing
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timber on the property as required and around 25.00 per M. saved over 


market cost. It would also save unnecessary traffic over the road, which 


can interfere with, ore shipment. 


COi1OLTTS ION


From the indicstions on Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. 


shct1d be plain to anyone acquainted wibh the ore Molydenite, 


Pegmatite, that here lies a very promising Mine Property. The 


tonnoge wruld oni.y be a wild, ic 	 guess at this time. It is 


one vein some 5000 feet long, 15 feet wide, , and average 1250 1


property it 


and the rock 


potential 


certain that 


eet in depth 


exists and is in sight at a single glance. With two other veins not so 


plainly discernible but showing strong evidence of similar existence, it is 


too hypothetical at this time, to say anything more, 


We kaow only partially what the bottom maybe. The ore appears 


remarkably free from other metals than Molybdenum. The definite assurance 


of the road being built close to the Mine is an advantage few properties can 


enoy. In short, every feature and circumstance pertaining to this 


property is enhancing its value, 


Hypothetically estimating production for sake of further 


elucidation, let us assume one tunnel 5 ft. by 7 ft. the length of each 


string of claims. The total length of tunie1 would then be 


6000 ft. in the southerly string of 4 claims 
4500 ft. in each of the' two northerly strings, or 


15000 ft. of theoretically productive ore. 


then the volume of material would be 
5x7x15000 
Cu. ft. per ton OR 35000 tons 


Average value of 35000 tons @ 5% or 100 lb, Mo.ybdenite per ton of ore 


Would yield 3500,000 lbs. of Moybdenito,
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Such a vast quantity, even in theory, is staggering and should 


not, of course, be used in any reasonable estimates. But again, we have 


only considered depth at 7 ft. and there is likely to be 1200 or 1500 


feet of depth, plus vthat may lie below the level of Cougar Creek Floor. 


Ore should be expected to such depth as Pegmatite may extend, and mined 


to such a horizon as the rock will stand, and Fegmatite extends to very 


great depth. 


It should be remembered also, that Uraninite found only in 


Pegmatites, is not an impossibility. No one knows for sure that this 


ore does not exist here on this property, and finding none would be no 


loss. No investigation has been made as far as we know. The basic con-


ditions for Uranium, Thorium, and other rare metals exist in this Pegmatite, 


and is worth th test. The quantity of Molybdenite would soon pay the cost 


of such an investi.gation. 


Then too, as characteristic in Pegmatite, there are quantities 


of clear quartz crystals in the rock around these dykes, Some observed, 


measured 3 inches long by 1 inch across. These, when clear, are aivab1e 


in lens making, and in radio and other industrial uses. 


Accessibility and extent of the deposit make this property a 


very valuable one.
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STATUTORY STATE..'IENT - CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM INC. 


Filed with Director of Licenses of State of Washington. 


EXHIBIT 1. Incorporated in State of Washington, May 25, l948 


EXHIBIT 2. Address of registered business office in State of Tashington: 
14521 Aurora Avenue, Seattle 33, Wshington. 


EXHIBIT 3. List of officers, all of whom are directors, holding office for 
term of one yar and amount of stock held: 


G.L.Hansen4' siden , 614 Yale Avenue N., Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
L'.J.Madden, -e*it, Rt.3 Box 415, Bremerton,Wash. l27,50b shares held 
K.0.Welling, secretary, 14521 Aurora Ave., Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
E.A.Amburn, treasurer, 1814 25th S., Seattle, 1iash. 	 127,500 shares held 
C.L,Johnston, director, 245 S.Montgomery St.,Brernertoh,Wn.127,500 shares held 
B. Saurers, direôtor, Rt.3, Box 415-B, Bremerton, Wash 	 127,500 shares held 
J. Madden, directOr, Rt. 3, Box 415, Bremerton, Wash. 	 127,500 shares held
G.M.0strberg, diry t , 756 Stimson Bldg, Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
V. Osterberg,	 , 19345 37th Ave.N.E., Seattle, Wn. 127,500 shares held 
Mrs. L.Liptrap, director, 403 Bay Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 	 127,500 shares held 
J. Zybura, director, 4409 	 36th So., Seattle, 'Jash. 	 127,500 shares held 
Mrs.E.L.Watson,director, 756 Stimson Bldg., Seattle,Wn.	 127,500 shares held 


EXHIBIT 4. Number of shares of common stock authorized, all nonassessa1e, 
3,000,000 shares, par value 10% each. Preferred stock, None. 


EXHIBIT 5. Consolidated Molybdenum, Inc., issued 127,000 shares to each áf 
twelve inoorporators. 1,530,000 shares are placed in escrow with Frederick W. 
Post, 6251 - 31st N.E., Seattle, iashington, under agreement with Department of 
Licenses. 


EXHIBIT 6. Consideration received by company from shares issued and 
outstanding July 1 ., l98, is: On 1,530,000 shares, 'l53,OOO value placed on 
lease and organizthg 


EXHIBIT 7. Statement of Assets and Liabilities as of July 1, 1948. 


ASSTS	 LIAILITIES 


Lease on property......0....l27,500.00 	 Common Stock iásued....... 153,00O.0O 
Deferred charges, 


prepaid expenses...... _25,500.00 


TOTAL......... cd5,O0O.00 	 TOTAL........... l53,000.00 


EXHIBIT 8 Number of shares or other securities to be issued to public in 
present offering:


No. Shares Offering Price 
Common Stock........ 	 1,470,000	 10% 
Preferred Stock....,...	 None	 None 
Approximate amount expected to be derived from sale..	 $147,000.00 
Approximate amount of commissions to be paid.........	 36,750.00 
Approximate amount of exploration work, development 


work, and equipment to be purchaaed............	 110,000.00 
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EXHIBIT 9. Rate of commissions to be paid and form of payment. (In money 
or company's securities). 


1. Agents. ............ ....... ............... 25	 in money 
2. Member of corporation as selling agent,.. 25 in money 
3 • Und e rwr it e r s . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . , .....• . . • . . . None 


Amount of salaries to be paid for ensuing year: 
No salaries are to be paid to the president or vice president or secretary 


or tzasurer or general manager or others. 


EXHIB'IT 10. Names and addresses of authorized Agents or underwriters at 


time of filing: 


G. N. Osterberg, 756 Stimson Bldg., Seattle, Washington 
Vernon Osterberg, 19345 37th Avenue, N.E., Seattle, Washington 
Mrs. E. L. Tatson, 756 Stimson Bldg., Seattle, Washington 
Mrs. Lillian Liptrap, 403 Bay Bldg.,. Seattle, Washington 
John Zybura, 4409 - 36th South, Seattle, Washington 
Ga'ry L. Hansen, 614 Yale Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 
LeOnard J. Madden, Rt. 3, Box 415, Bremerton, Washington 
Jack Iladden, Rt. 3, Box 415, Bremerton, Washington 
E. A. Arriburn, 1814	 25th South, Seattle, Washington 
Kenneth 0. Welling, 14521 Aurora Avenue, Seattle 33, Washington 
Edwin Saurers, Rt. 3, Ba 415-B, 3remerton, Washington 
Carl L. Johnston, 245 S. iIontgomery Street, l3remerton, Washington 


EXHIBIT 11. (a) Describe fully history of company. (b) Describe claims 
and give their approximate location, and type of mining to be engaged in. 
(a) Give valuation of claims. (d) Proposed work. (e) Type of machinery and 
equipment to be purchased. (f) Briefly outline purpose for which funds are to 


be used. 


Consolidated Molybdenum, Inc. was organized in May, 1948, It does not 
succeOd any other form of mining company; it is a completely new company. The 
claimà are located in the Buena Vista Mining district, vrhich district is approxi-
mately 25 miles North and cast of North Bend, Washington. The company has a 99 
year lease on 8 claims (approximately 160 acres) lying in Section 27, Township 
25 North, Range 10 Tast, W. N., King County, Washington. No royalties or other 


cash payments are payable under the lease. Ten of the inoorporators own the 
claims and have exchanged a leasehold interest in the claims for stock in the 


company. 


The value of the claims with improvements is 427,500.00. Some tunnel 
work has been done. At the point of access to the ore bearing vein, a swift 
mountain stream called "Devil's Canyon" cubs through the vein. A tunnel has 
been driven into the side of the canyoni to curve around to the vein and escape 
the water. Further development work proposed by the company includes driving 
the tunnel into the ore bearing vein; construction of housing facilities for 
workers, erection of mill and flotation plant, and the installation of a tram 
from mine to mill, together with the necessary grading. 
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The machinery needed, and proposed to be purchased includes; Diesel power 
plant, 50-ton mill, flotation plant, air compressors and drills, tramway equipment 
and hoist, bulldozer, together with the necessary accessories and tackle for such 


equipment. 


The purpose for which the funds will be used will be to provide access roads 
to the public roads, grade and level the land upon the mining claims, erect such 


buildings as are necessary to house men and equipment, purchase mining, milling 
and flotation equipment, and to develop the tunnels and shafts to the point of 
production; thereafter, to provide capital for the maintenance of payrolls, 
payment of taxes, and purchase of supplies. 


There is no present authorization in the organizational plan of the company 
for the payment of salaries to the officers as such, and no such action is 
contemplated until production problems necessitate sufficient amounts of their 
time that salaries are deemed necessary by the board of directors in order to 
secure the type of administration needed to carry on the work. 


Dated May 25, 1948. 


(Corporate Seal)
	


CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM, INC. 


civj / //cy, 


By G.L.IIansen, President. 


Attest: K.O.1 1elling, Secretary
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PREDEIICK A NCMILL1N 


OFFICE	 Eoôiic Geo1ogit	 RESiDENE 
305 Howarth Hall 	 Tacoma, Washington	 3I0 North 31st Street 


College of Puget Sound 	 Pr. 1715 
Pr. 3521 


On October 7 to 9, l9 4.9, an attempt was made to examine the holdings 


of the Consolidated. Molybdenum, Inc., property located in sec. 26 and 27, 


R1OE, T 25 N, WM, Conditions of weather nade a complete examination 


impossible, Determination of the nature and character o± the veIns was 


possible and this section of the report will deal with this p.has 


The location of the vein is in Devil's Canyon. Erosion has i'emovéd, 


within recent times, some 200 feet of vein material from the canyon. 


The wall rock of. Devil's Canyon is pre .-Cascadian Granite (Hornblend 


iotite Granite). The sequence of events that produced Devil's CanyOn are: 


(1) Normal fault in which the west block has dropped., thus giving a vei'tcal 


displacement of the two sides. This component was not accessible within the 


t!iue spent on the property. (2) Into this fault was intruded a fis uré vein 


of quartz. The vein matêiIal is glassy and. well frozen on the wall of 


r3spective blocks. (3) At àthe later time a dila.tióü dike of Cascádian 


ganodirite ws introduced This dike opened. the. Old fissure forcing the 


respective wall apart. to the étext cf thi'ee to ten. feet. (14.) Th .xb. 


meet is not blear in relation to the time element, but a sufficient time later 


the dike had crystalized. This was a lateral movement, again involving the 


foot block that moved. to the south. zither simultaneous with this movement or 


at some time later, quartz carrying sulfides invaded the dike. This invasion. 


filled the fractures and replaced some of the original quartz and rock minerals. 


Mineralization is in all three components of the zone.. TP cbracteristic 


mineral is molybd.enite with lesser aniount at other sulfides. This type of 


deposition is .knon as "desiminated. replacement" and is one of the known types 


of inolybdenu±n öeosts.,
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Molybdenite tends to deposit in definite zones, but just what part of 


the zone of deposition is represented by the area that is intersected by 


the tunnel is not clear; however, it is my impression from what I observed 


that the location of the tunnel is about midway in the zone of molybdenite 


deposition. At a higher elevation represented by advancing up the canyon, 


the other sulfid.es seem to , run stronger, At some distance down the canyon, 


there are tear faults that have a good showing of molybdenite, These facts 


would seem to establish the above hypotheses. 


There were no samples taken at this time for assay. Samples should be 


carefully cut from wall to wall and of uniform depth and assayed.. Until this 


is done very little can be said as to whether the Devil's Canyon is a mine or 


not. Just by visual inspection, it would appear that there is enough strength 


to the deposit to warrant a complete sampling and detailed examination. 


After sampling and assaying has established the tenure of the ore, then 


a mining engineer could lay out a mining ystem for the adequate development 


of the property. Thc topography is suh. that the location of tunnels and the 


.	 p'z..tea. -1crs could rot pre&eu a problem.
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• On August 19, 1950 the property of the Consoiidated. Molybdenum 


Incorporated was visited by the author with the p1rpose of completing the 


examination that was ste.rted last October and abandoned because of adverse 


weather conditions. The canyon was explored except the extreme upper end, 


Eféavy rains made the entrance of the canyon at this point impossible, 


In the preliminary report the rock conditidhs were discussed in 


detail and the type of veins were studied Hee the. author will oly 


augment that report and make some changes in the sequence of events that 


lead to the deposition of molybdenite as the characteristic sulfide mineral. 


The Consolidated Molybdenum Incorporated, properties are in 


Section 26, 27; R.10 E.; T.25 N.; W.M, 


The past history of the property is not recorded in the li'eratur 


and is unknown to the author. However, in "Mining in the Northwest" edited 


by L. K. Hodges in 1897 there is a statement that as early as 1892 prospec 


tors had crossed the divide from the Skykoinish Miller riverside into the 


watershed of the Snoqualmie river, However there is no mention of Molybd.e-


nite made at this time. 


Metallic Molybdenum was isolated in 1782 but no large scale pro.. 


duction was made until 1913 and real important production began in 1927. 


Practically all molybdenum produced is utilized in the making of alloys of 


iron and steel. Molybdenum acts like tungsten but more so. It requires 


approximately 50%. less molybdenum to obtain a similar quality of alloy. 


Molybdenum is at the present the. most Important hardening alloying metal. 


Strength, ductility, and a tendency to resist crystallization in iron and 


steel are increased by the use of molybdenum. Molybdenum alloyed steels 


are extensively used where strength, heat resistance, and resistance to 


•	 crystallization are required as in aircraft parts, w.,t1omobi1es, shafts,
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high speed tools, gears, guns, and armor plate. These uses make molybdenum 


a critical metal in peace as well as war. 


Geology: The walls of Devil's Canyon are pre-Caseadian or early Cascadian 


granite (hornblend. biotite granite). The sequence of events that produced Devil's 


Canyon are: 


(1) Normal faulting in which the west block had both a strike and dip component. 
This resulted in both vertical and horizontal displacement. Erosion has obscured 
the amount of this movement and as it has no direct relation to the events that 
produced the mineralization very little time was spent on this consideration. 


(2) Into this fault was intrude4 a dilation dyke of granodiorite. This grano-
diorite is of the 80 called.Cascadian granodiorite type, 


(3) A second series of movements took place that shattered the granodior-
ite dike but apparently did not extend into the wall rock. 


(4) Into these secondary fractures were intruded quarts in small amounts, Well 
formed crystals were present in places. 


(5) Movement was again active. •This third movement extended into the canyon 
wail producing tear faults in tbe downthrow block, West block, or foot wall. 


(6) At sometime later, probably at or near the last stages of Cascadian intrus-
ive action, veins of moderate high temperature quarts invaded all fractures, 
These solutions and vapors carrying quartz and xnolybdenite were under sufficient 
pressure to invade the granodiorite, depositing fine grainedniolbdenjte in the 
spaces between the crystals of the rock. In some places rosettes of molybdenite 
occures in the granodiorite. 


The' quartz carrying inolybdenite is in the main glassy with the molybdenite' 


occurring within the quartz as well as at the contact of the veins with the vail 


rock. These quartz veins make up approximately 25% of the mineralized area. 


Devil's Canyon is narrow slot left by the erosion of the quarts bearing 


granodiorite dike. The walls are preipitous and the grade Qf , the canyon •ip 


roughly 22 degrees. This, however, Is interrupted by several abrupt cliffs in 


the f)ôor br the canyon and becomes' a torrénteven with a small amount of rain. 


Much of the canyon floor s covered, with detritus that obscures mineralization 
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Deer Gulch is the main tear fault that cuts the foot wall block. This 


fault has the same history as the main Devil's Canyon fault and contains the 


same type of min&alizatione The vein in Deer Gulch may be the vein that 1 


cut by the tunnel in Devil's Canyon, but more probably it is a tear fault vein 


of simultaxieóus origin. however there is evidence that there is a second. dike 


east of Devil t s Canyon. This was not investigated but should be. 


The mineralized, zone varies in width from two feet to ten feet. The 


• pinching and. swelling follows the original fault walls and is characteristic. 


As ele7ation in the canyon is gained by advancing up the canyon, other 


sulfide minerals appear. This is the normal history of veins of this type. 


The description of the mineralized area was difficult because of the erosion. 


One rarely sees the entire width of the mineralized dike and the quartz veins 


that accompany it at a single exposure. The dike rock has had some alteration 


as the result of the intrusion of the quartz bearing hot solutions. This has 


made the deposition of the molybdenite possible by opening minute channels be-


tween the crystals that were disturbed by the fault movement. In the grartodi-


orite that has been exposed by the erosion and acted upon by:the air plus some 


acide waters, some of the molybdenite has been altered to molybdite, Mo 203 or 


molybdenum ochre. This gives the rock some of the characteristic yellow appear-


ance. This should. not be confused with the yellowLsh color of the iron stains 


of limonjte. 


The quartz veins range in width from almost undiscernible veinlets to veins 


six inches wide. Associated with the quartz vein matter is a small amount of 


serisite probably derived from the a1teration of the feld3pars, The dissemination 


of molybd,enite in both the granod.iorite and the quartz veins is not uniform in
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concentration but leans and strengthens from area to area. Where the vein is 


broadest the mineralization may be reduced per unit area, but the amount of mm-


eral present will be approximately the same. Where two quartz veins or late 


faults intersect there is a tendency towards enrichment. The overall is a strong 


showi:g of molybdenum with ample tops to make an operation advisable., 


Before much capital is invested for other purposes there should be a drilling 


prcg!D planned. and. the results of siich a program carefully studied, This will 


tell jtit how much ore there is present and how it is concentrated, As the 


prdpexty no stands it is a raw prospect and there is no ore that can be estimated 


or described farther than to say that there is, on the basis of surface showings, 


a sizable tonnage of theoretical ore. 


A molybdenite tends to deposit in a definite zone under rather a narrow 


thermal range, it would appear that the location of the present tunnel is in the 


upper part of thelower half of the mineralized zone. A new location should be 


sought at a lower level and a mining engineer employed to lay out the mining 


methods Q Such a location could be found about two hundred feet helow the present 


tunnel level. 


After careful examination of the property it is my recommendation that the 


Board of Directors draw up a plan that will give a comprehensive and logical 


approach to the problem. This should be In writing for future reference, Dis-. 


coveries should be made on the other two claims and trails blazed to said discov-. 


eries 'so that the may be readily accessible for examination. 


A new cabin and such other buildings as are appertenant should be planned 


for early spring and so located that the danger of snow slides would be avoided.. 


The present cabin is uritenantable,
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At the places where ropes are now used, trails should be cut around in 


the cliff so the canyon can be seen as a whole without endangering life and limb, 


Hand samples are inadequate so large samples should be taken from several o 


cuts and keep separate. These can be cut with powder and sent to some estab-


lished firm that is equipped to make a concentration test on the ore. Samples 


should be in the neighborhood of 500 pounds each. 


It is my belief that such a method of sampling would show enough strength 


to the ore body to warrant development in the inediate future. 


/s/ F. A MeMillin 


F0 A. McMILLIN 
Economic Geologist
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CONSOLIDATED MQI3YJ3DENUM, INC. 


BALANCE SHEET 
December 31, 1950 


ASSETS 
Current Assets: 
Cash 
Accounts Receivable 


Total Current Assets 


!ixed Assots: 


referred Development 
Off ice Furniture and Fixtures 
Land


Total Fixed Assets 
Total Assets


219.31 
600.00


819.31 


,227.5L 
15.75 


5,0QO .00 


LIABILIT IFS 


Current Liabilities: 


PloUCes Received	 .	 300.00 
P1edod Contracts	 600.00 


Total	 900.00 


cit: 


Capital Stock, Authorized	 300,0OO.00 
Loss - Capital Stock, Unissued	 fl5,6O.0O 
Capital Stock issued	 15,!4.00.0O 
Paidin Surplus	 .	 762.60 


Total LIabilities and Capital	 56.Ob2.6
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Februa.ry 18, 1952 


1:35 P. M. 


Mr. Stanley of Eatontown, New Jersey, returning Mr. Houk's call. 


Mr. Stanley: You called this afternoon about some samples of 
the Consolidated Molybdenum Inc.? 


Mr. Houk: Yes, I called you. 


Mr. Stanley: The only samples had fractures or bubbles. 	 There 
are only two small samples that were taken. 


Mr. Houk: Then we could expect the results to be sent to us? 


Mr. Stanley: You mean the results of the investigation? 


Mr. Houk: Yes. 


Mr. Stanley: Yes, we can send you a copy. 


Mr. Houk: Then all we can do is wait until you have made the 
investigation. 


Mr. Stanley: I guess so. 


Mr. Houk: Ok sir, that helps me out a great deal tbaI(you. 


Mr. Stanley: That is fine.
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


2 


t


Subject: Application DMA # 
TA # 


Dear Mr.


Please refer to our letter dated 
requesting additional information to enable us to process 
your application. Your application shall be considered 
as withdrawn unless we receive your reply within thirty 
days. It would then be necessary for you to file a new 
application, should you desire Governmental assistance in 
the future.


Sincerely yours, 


SI A ED 
James A. Barr, Chief 
Industrial Minerals Branch 


A114	 U (4 / 
t.	 4,V 
At 


Interior—Duplicating Section, Washington, D. C. 	 2613
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Defense Minerals Administration 


Review of Application for Exploration Assistance 


Docket No. 2W// "744%' 


Commodity 7/>4:;4 '	 j47' 


Total Amount__________________ 


Govt. Participation_______________ 


1. Name and Address Qf Applicant________________________________________ 


3ZV	 # 


2. Location of Property 26,,,,%x4east//-/*,a'4/ 


(Sec 2Z T'Vf'/0 ' $ /1)	 /i;' 4Ø7 


3. Mineral or metal___________________ Is it listed in Section 9 of M05?/ 


If not, application will be rejected. 	 S 


4. Geologic probability of discovery—based on data in application 	 - 
(question #16, 17,18, 20 and22)* 


Mines or Survey reports, etc., do you rate chances: 


a) Good 


b) Poor 


c) None 


d) Don't know—needs field examination	 , 


e) Is there an alternative and favorable project?_________________ 
(If so, attach an explanation)


fownr.- C/ób'/ 
5. Is the applicant's right to the property clearly stated? Y.s 1Ata.csr_af"/ 


(question 5, 6, 7)* 


6. If applicant is a lessee, is a copy of the lease 


Does the lease have sufficient time to run to cover a future 


/16/ /f7Owp,	 _______ productive period?____________________________ __________ 


*question numbers are those of MF-103 
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S .	 OS	 S 


7. Are subordination agreements necessary?)f'cc 


a) MF-201? - ,,/ 


b) MF-202	 ,-,	 - ,, L,7/4S/	 S 


8. From the data presented, does the proposed project appear feasible from 


the point of view of: 


a) Available manpower,. / i,	 ..	 j--	 /•	 1- /	 / / /	 9V	 - '/c' /''	 'c"i c' '1,, ,' . . r 


b) Equipment and supplies. /	
,-	 / 


(Question 14 plus	 6rf,b'V)'*"	
y.1 / 


c) Accessibility (question l2),*///. /, // 


d) Water (question l3)*____________________________________________________ 


e) Power (question l3)* V , ¼>_ 


Is a field check needed on any of these points?vi 


9. Does the experience of the applicant appear to be adequate to assure that 


he can properly conduct the proposed project? (question 4)* 


Is a field check needed on this point? 


10. Exhibit A. (questions 21 and 22)* 


a) Is the project adequately described?_____________________________________ 
C, 


If not, are there sufficient data given so that you can describe 


the project?_	 If so, attach a draft. 


b) Is there an adequate map or sketch of the proposed work?_________________ 


c) Is the proposed work "exploration" under the definition of 


Secton 8, M0-5?	
-	


/	 - 


If not, what part of it is?v
	 C/M( 


1555/	 / 


WOP / 	 L'f /55f(S/( ,,/ff/ 
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0.	 0 
Is this part a worthwhile exploraU.on project? 	


,r . 


d) Are the cost estimates detailed?______________________________________ 


Can they be summarized, as on page 2 of Procedural Instruction 5—A, 


from the available data?___________ If so, attach a draft. 


e) Are the cost estimates reasonable?______________________________________ 


f) Should more information be requested from applicant? J 


g) Is a field examination necessary to complete Exhibit A? /____. 


	


11.	 Exhibit B (question 23_d)* 


a) Is it applicable? ,'•• _ / ____. 7,J _ 


b) If so, are sufficient data furnished? //.	 If so., attach a draft. 


c) Is a field check needed? 	 _____',______.. ___;.. 


	


12.	 Exhibit C (question 23—e, f and g)* 


a) Is it applicable? ____. 	 •.,.,.	 i;	 .... .,	 .	 /.:, 


b) Sufficient data?	 /.	 If so, attach a draft. 


c) Are rents and charges reasonable? A__. 


d) Is a field check needed?_________ _________________________________ 


	


13.	 Exhibit D (question 23—a, b)* 


a) Are there sufficient data? A" 


b) Is the schedule adequate for the work proposed? ________t' 	 _.•./ 


c) Is the schedule excessive for the work proposed? 	 __ ;,.v, 


d) Are the proposed wages and salaries reasonable? A. 


e) Is a field check needed? 
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0 
	


14.	 Exhibit E (question 23_c)* 


a) Is it applicab1e?)$- 	 //fic 


b) Sufficient data?___________________________________________________ 


c) Reasonable?	 /'" 


d) Field check needed?_____________ 


	


15.	 In your judgment, can the proposed work be done in the proposed 


tiine?//4"( n/'-/j' 
(All exploration must be completed within two years) 


	


16.	 If field examinati6n is not needed, attach your recommendation. 


	


17.	 If field examination is needed, do you have any special instructions for 


the field team not indicated by your answers to the foregoing 


question? ,J'v;,'62,4,,, ' ,6,,,	 / /11	 /,,_ E'fi' 


/ ) ;gjf	 1 4.	 4-


Reviewed ______________________ 


Date 44P4/ 
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Defense Minerals Administration 


Review of Application for Exploration Assistance 


Docket No. i7/V'/ /744% 


Commodity	 j4t%' , 
/ , 


Total Amount1ec 


Govt. Participation_______________ 


1. Name and Address of Applicant( ;'"/y 	 ó' 
..#4	 /7 


2. Location of Property	 1/4	
" 


: 


3. Mineral or metal	 /1' '('f//	 Is it listed in Section 9 of 
/ ' 


If not, application wilibe rejected. 


4. Geologic probability of discovery—based on data in application 
(question #16, 17, 18, 20 and 22)* 


Mines or Survey reports, etc., do you rate chances: 


a) Good 


b) \Poor 


c) None 


d) Don't know—needs field examination 


e) Is there an alternative and favorable project?_________________ 
(If so, attach an explanation) 	


/	 j 
• r' ' 


5. Is the applicant's right to the property clearly stated? Y'J 
(question 5, 6, 7)* 


6. If applicant is a lessee, is a copy of the lease attached?/14____ /J*;___


 Does the lease have sufficient time to run to cover a future 


productive period?	 _ I___-/.2tJy_ i/c _ 


*questjon numbers are those of MF-103 
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Is this part a worthwhile exploration project?(n/t/// 


d) Are the cost estimates detailed?________________________________________ 


Can they be summarized, as on page 2 of Procedural Instruction 5—A, 


from the available data?__________ If so, attach a draft. 


e) Are the cost estimates reasonable?______________________________________ 


f) Shouldmore information be requested from applicant?__________________ 


g) Is a field examination necessary to complete Exhibit A?s 


	


11.	 Exhibit B (question 23.d)* 


a) Is it applicable?	 j-/,t 


b) I.f so, are sufficient data furnished?___________ If so, attach a draft. 


c) Is a field check needed? )r.,/4%/', /&== 


	


12.	 Exhibit C (question 23—e, f and g)* 


a) Is it applicable?	 Au/m, %4	 ,c'tw 


b) Sufficient data?____________ If so, attach a draft. 


o) Are rents and charges reasonable?_______________________________________ 


d) Is a field check needed? ,c 


	


13.	 Exhibit D (question 23—a, b)* 


a) Are there sufficient data?________________________________________________ 


b) Is the schedule adequate for the work proposed? _ 


c) Is the schedule excessive for the work proposed? 


d) Are the proposed wages and salaries reasonable?________________________ 


e) Is a field check needed?_________________________________________ 
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7. Are subordination agreements necessary? •L 


a) MF-201?	 ,, /	 ,; J 
b) MF-202 AJ'. 1	 /	 7. 


I-.	 / 


8. From the data presented, does the proposed project appear feasible from 


the point of view of: 


a) Available manpower________________________________________________________ 


b) Equipment and supplies 
(Question 14 plus general' knowledge of availabi1ity)* 


c) Accessibility (question 12)*_______________________________________________ 


d) Water (question l3)* 


e) Power (question 13)* L 


Is a field check needed on any of these points?____ 


9. Does the experience of the applicant appear to be adequate to assure that 


he can properly conduct the proposed project? (question 4)*. 


Is a field check needed on this point? -	 -.	 7' /7	 - / 
10. Exhibit A. (questions 21 and 22)* 


a) Is the project adequat.ely described?_____________________________________ 
I V. 


If not, are there sufficient data given so that you can •describe 


	


the project?_ ,1 	 If so, attach a draft. 


b) Is there an adequate map or sketch of the proposed work?. 


c). Is the proposed work "exploration" under the definition of 	 -.	 - 


Section 8, M0-5?1 


	


iv	 -	 -	 -	 i-	 -. 


If not, what part of it is?____________________________________________ 
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. 


	


14.	 Exhibit E (question 23_c)* 


a) Is it applicable? __H - 


b) Sufficient data?__________________________________________________________ 


c) Reasonable?	 - 


d) Field check needed?__________________________________________________ 


	


15.	 In your judgment,.can the proposed work be done in the proposed 


time?/-	 / 


(All exploration must be completed within two years) 


	


16.	 If field examination is not needed, attach your recommendation. 


	


17.	 If field examination is needed, do you have any special intructions for 


the field team not indicated by your answers to the foregoing 


question? / ' '-i'Y- :	 ., 


.	 /4. 
/	 i'..	 --


Reviewed by;.' 'M1 -.. 


Date 
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MF-iO3	 U S	 RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR	 Budget Bureau o. 42-R1035. 


	


piil 1951)	 •	 Approval expires 6-30-51. 
DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 	 . - 


• APPLICATION. FOR AID FOR AN 


EXPLORATION PROJECT PURSUANT TO 


MINERAL ORDER 5, UNDER 


DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT OF '1950. 


P
Consolidated Molybdenum mo. 
801 Central Building	 . 
Seattle 24., WashlngtQn,. 


L	 .	 .


DO NOT . FILL IN THIS BLOCK 


Docket '-No 


	


Date received	 2'z47 
Participation - 


-:::	 7:-: ;::	 . 
a-© 


JUN 279
Name and 


	


lltv	 address of 
- applicant 


Date 


FILL IN THIS BLOCK 


Date of application	 2,l9tl--------------------------Estimated cost $5Q0.Q 


	


Mineral or metal ------------- Mineial------------------------------ 	 Percentage of Government participation ---- -90% 


Location of mine 1Qflt3tW&&hington 


Date of filing MF-100 ------------------------------------------------------DMA Docket Number, if available 


INSTRUCTIONS	 .	 -•	 .	 . . 


	


Read Mineral Order 5, Regulations Governing Government 	 if you cannot answer it, so state on the form. Where the 


	


- Aid in Defense Projects, before completing this application, 	 apace provided for answer is insufficient, answer on a separate 


	


Submit four signed copies of the application to Defense Mm-	 sheet, annex it to the application form, and refer to it in space 


	


erals Administration, Department of the Interior, Washington	 for answer. If the application is approved, you will be pre-


	


25, D. C., or to the nearest field executive officer thereof, with	 sented with an exploration project contract on Form MF-200, 


	


your name and address on each sheet of the application and 	 for your signature. 
all accompanying papers. If any question is inapplicable, or 


THE APPLICANT 


1. Is applicant an individual, partnership, or corporation? 
*2. If a partnership, state names and addresses of partners. 
*3, If a corporation, state names and addresses of officers, directors, and five largest stockholders. 
*4, Describe the mining and general business experience of . (a) the applicant, and (b) the person or persons who will manage the 


project. 
*5, Are you the owner or the lessee of the property? 
6. If owner, state what claims, liens, or encumbrances, if any, are against the property. 
7. If lessee, attach a copy of the lease and state if it is in good standing. 


NOTE.—It will be necessary to procure and attach to the exploration project contract agreements of claimants,. lienors, en-
cumbrances and lessors subordinating their interests in the property to the interest of the Government under the 
contract.	 -	 .	 - 


8. Furnish current financial statement, showing assets and liabilities, and a profit and loss statement. 
9. How much money is applicant prepared to invest in proposed project? Is it sufficient to pay your part of the cost of the 


project as detailed in question 23 of this application form, in accordance with the regulations on Government participation 
(Section 9 of Mineral Order 5)? 


	


*Jf you have already answered these questions on MF-100. you are not 	 required to answer the questions for this application. 	 18-64067-1







QTHE PROPERTY	 . 
10. (a) Give a description of the real property that will be in any way involved in the exploration project, including any existing 


mine or operating property. 
(b) Give the legal description of the exact parcel, plot, or area upon which the exploration is to be conducted. 


NOTE.—If both areas are the same, so state. The only obligation to repay the Government is from the net earnings from 
any commercial discovery made in the area specified in (b) above in which the exploration is to be conducted, 
and the expenditure of funds which may be charged as costs of the project must be limited to that area or to 
work necessary to perform the exploration in that area. 


*11. State the present and former names of the property, if any. 
*12. State, in detail, the location of the property with reference to towns, railroads, roads, shipping points, including distances 


and directions and kinds and conditions of roads. 
*13. State source and quantity of water available.for operations and its sufficiency at all seasons. 


State amount of power to be. used, rate per hour or other cost, and source. 
*14. Describe any existing .useable facilities, equipment, buildings, or structure now on the property that will be devoted to the 


exploration work. 
15. State in detail how the ore could be shipped and how and where milled. 


*16. History:	 :.. 
(a) Give a statement, as complete as possible, of previous exploration, development, operation, and production of property, 


with reasons for any past suspensions of operations. 
(b) State briefly the known history and production of adjoining and neighboring properties. 
(c) Furnish any available (private) reports that may apply to this application, including results of mine examinations, 


recommended exploration and development, and metallurgical investigations. 
17. Production: 


(a) If mine is in production, furnish the following information: 


Grade or	 Net value 
Tons per day	 analysis	 Cost per ton	 per ton 


(1) Mining 
(2) Milling 
(3) Shipped 


or sold 
*18. Ore or mineral reserves: (If proierty is or has been operating.) 


(a) Describe the ore or mineral deposits briefly. 
(b) Submit available maps and assay data. 	 - 
(c) Give estimated tonnage and grade of each class of ore reserves. 


19. State any conditions or circumstances regarding the property not sufficiently brought ut by the foregoing questions. 


THE EXPLORATION 
20. For what mineral or minerals and for what types of deposits and ores will the exploration be conducted? 
21. Describe briefly, but concisely, the proposed work and the estimated time required to complete it. 


NOTE.—The Government will not participate in a project that will require more than 2 years to complete. 
22. Furnish statement of the geological basis of the project with particular emphasis on factors leading the operator to expect the 


finding of commercial ore bodies. This statement should be accompanied by supporting maps such as geological maps, maps 
of the proposed openings and assay maps, sample lists, and other pertinent data. 


THE REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS 
23. Tabulate in the form of an itemized statement with a sum for each item the estimated requirements and costs of the project so 


that the total will give the estimated cost of the project in which the Government will participate, as follows: 
(a) Labor, by numbers and classes (miners, muckers, milimen, etc.), with wages of each. 
(b) Supervisors, by numbers and positions, with salaries of each. 
(c) Cost of necessary repairs to existing fapilities, structures, and buildings. 
(d) Cost of necessary installation or construction of additional facilities, structures, and buildings. 
(e) Cost of items of equipment, not now owned by the applicant which must be purchased for operations at a cost of $50 or 


more each. 
(f) Cost of rental for equipment which the operator proposes to rent. 
(g) Rental value of items of equipment which the operator now owns and which will be devoted to the work. 
(h) Cost of materials and supplies, including items of equipment costing less than $50 each. 
(i) Cost of power, 'water, utilities, and any other items not provided for above. 


24. Furnish a time schedule of the project, stated in terms of months after project is approved, showing progress expected to be 
accomplished and the money expected to be spent. 


CERTIFICATION 
The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on its behalf, hereby certify that the information con-


tained in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete to the best of their knowledge and belief. 


By 
(Name of company)	 .	 (Signature of authorized official) 


28L91------------------------------------------ -------Pxesident 
(Date)	 (Title) 


Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any department or agency 
of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction. 


5 Same as footnote on page 1. 	 ie—&eoe—i	 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM, INC. 


&Xit	 XX 
SEATTLE 4. WASHINGTON 


801 Central Bui1ing 


1. Corporation 
2. Not a partnership 
3. Please see page 11 of Mr. Sprague's report which is attached. 
4.. The applicant has been familiar with mines and mining for 


about the past 20 or 25 years and has had many years practi-
cal business experience both as a responsible employee of 
various business firms and operating his own business. The 
various officers arid directors have had many years of practi-
cal mining experience as well as business experience. 


5. The corporation is the owner of some of the claims and the 
• less ee o f 8. of the claims. 


6. None. 
7. The lease is in good standing and it is leased f or 99 years. 
• Due to the fact that the lease is rather voluminous a copy 


is not attached, but it can be supplied if it is necessary. 
8. Financial statement is attached. 
9. 1Ne are prepared to invest $590.00 with a go vernment part-


ici.pation of L,500.0O. 
10. (a) See page 1 of Mr. Sprague's report. 


(b) Same. 
11. Devil's Canyon Mine. 
12. Please refer to pages 2 and 3 of Mr. Sprague's report..This 


mine to market road, which at the time Mr. Sprague's report 
was written was in the planning stage only, has now been 
completed and the rbad is within about 1 mile of Consolidated 
Molybdenum property. An extension of the road by the State 
Eihway Commission has been applied f or and we hope that it 
will be started in the near future. The property is located 
approximately 26 miles northeast of North Bend and transport-
ation. The present road is in . good condition and will bear 
heavy traffic. 


13. There is a large waterfall on Cougar Creek at the foot of 
Devil's Canyon and ample water power could be obtained from 
that source. There is also a small creek which flows down 
through Devil's Canyon which could be harnassed to a certain 
extent. 


1)4.. Due to the creek coming down Devil's Canyon it was found 
necessary at the start to drive a tunnel in at the site of 
the canyon to curve in under the waterfall in order to arrive 
at the main vein of molybdenum on the property. This tunnel 
is approximately 220 feet in. • There is a log cabin on the 
property approximately 18 feet square with shake sides and 
roof. This cabin can be used as a tool shed and for storing 
equipment. 


15. The ore cOuld be shipped by truck after it had been milled on
the property. The concentrate could be used as the slag
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would drift off. 


i6. History. (a) This property has been explored mostly to-
wards a development of the molybdenum existing there. The 
operations were suspended however, because of the lack of 
a road into the property, but this Is being remedied. (b) 
B ear B asin Mining Company In the area is producing gold, 
silver and copper. Across Cougar Creek from Devil's Can-
yon lies the Jackpot Mine which we have been told has zinc. 
(c) We have already indicated that Mr. Sprague's report 
is attached and attached also is a report by Mr. Frederick 
A. McMillan geologist, which is self-explanatory. 


17. None. 
18. (a) 1.	 e have a large deposit of quartz crystals. 2. We 


believe we also have' an extensive deposit of mcirbdenum. 3. 
We have just recently found that we also have a large de-
posit of scheelite, but we have not as yet been able to 
obtain assays or otherwise verify this. (b) See page 7 
of Mr. Sprague's report. We will be glad to submit samples 
of the crystals as we cannot have them assayed and even a 
hardness test has given us no definite results. (c) The 
crystals are more than plentiful in the area. 


19. These crystals vary in size from small ones to the average 
which Is perhaps about 21 to 3 inches long by about 1 inch 
thick. there are Indications that the crystals reach a 
size of about 9 inches long by about 3 or 1+ inches through. 


20. Quartz crystals. 
21. It will be necessary for trails to be blasted in the sides 


of the cliff leading up to the upper part of the canyon as 
that is where the crystals predominate. It will be necess-
ary first to erect a suitable tool shed which will be near 
to the mine itself. It should take out 3 months to com-
plete this. 


22. The quartz crysa1s are predominant in the area and are 
found in qjutveins. These crystals vary in size from 
small ones to ones approximately 21 to 3 inches long by 
about 2 inches through. There are indications that these 
crystals reach a length of about 9 inches by about 3 or 
Lj inches through. We recently attempted to have a hardness 
test on these crystals but it was impossible to complete 
it. This was done at the University of Washington. 


23. (a) Labor at minimum union wage 3,000.00. (b) Supervisor 
$500.00. (d) Tool shed 1300.00. (h) blasting powder 1,200.O0. 


2L.. Project should be completed In about 3 months time. 


Very truly yours, 


CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM, INC. 


V. M. Osterberg 
President 


VMO :vl
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SUMIARY AND CONCLUSIONS 


The Company's claims, as taken up, cover a rories 
of lone fissure veins in granite. Of thre vAns, a silver-
bearing lode ia th one of immediate importance. 


This si1vr lode i° one of ui;uual 1onth, so far 
as mineral dispo:3its in this part of the country are concrnod. 
Surface showing would indicate a possible lenght of 8000 foot; 
and. therefore it should have considerable depth. It varies in 
width from about 2 fact up to 9 feet. The material filling the 
fissure is mostly quartz, with gold and. silver - in the form 
of arsenides -- a the vaj,uable . miflerals. Careful tests show 
the ore to rario between 11 and 12 in value. With the. 
facilities at hand, this ore should be converted at a est not 
to exceed 7 par ton. PosibilitiO offorin include several 
hundred. thousand tons of uc1 ore. Therefore with ordinary 
good judgment in handling, the property should be made to pay. 


Vhile the proport is equipped with a concontratifl 


mill, and has facilities, etc, for handling about 50 tons per 
day, the fact is that at tho prcsent time, there is actually 
no ore devolopod or ready for rdlling purposes. This is the 
reason for the present situation. 


To remedy this situatioii, the wrLter advises that 
development work, towards blodking out ore, be done; and, 
in the following statement, endeavors to show that the 
proposition fully jutifie3 whatever outlay may be necessary 
f or the purpose.
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Mr. 0. H. Potorson 
Soc'y. Snoqualrni Mining Co. 
Socttl , Vasiiin,ton 


Dar Sir:


I b: to hand you hor..with ray rport On your 
cornany's rninin r000rty in tho Buno. Vista Minin. 
District of Kin County, this tato. 


Tho rcort is intndod to covor tho findin o s of 
an oxarnination niado during thD carly days of tho roscnt 
month at tho roqust of yours cif and othcr officors of 
tho company. Tho urposc of tho •cxamination boin to 
sizo us tho cncral situation and oh rsical conditions 
surroundin: tho promjrt:r and adviso as to tho nocossitis 
and 1robabl r financial roquiromonts to p1ac it on a 
oin basis. 


Tho onral findings arc briofly statod in tho 
fol1owin conclusions.


Vory truly yours, 


(Sic'nod) Gao. ammo 


Minifl! Endnoor 
Bukc Building 
Soattlo, Washington 


Nov. 26th, 1926 


Note: 


The property herein described, then known 
as the Snocjualmie Mines, is now known as the Bear Basin 
Mine, and held by the Bear Basin Mining Company.
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DATA OF PHYSICAL CONDITIONS 


LOCATION & TNT 


The holdings of the Snoqualnhie Mining Company are situated 
in King County, this state, in the Buena Vista Mining District, near 
the head.waters of Bear Creek, a small stream flowing into the Lenox 
Creek which is a tributary of the North Fork of Snoqualmie River. 
They are reached over highway and horse trail from the town of North 
Bend, which is on branch lines of the Milwaukee and Northern Pacific 
railways and about 60 miles distant from 3eattle. The distance by 
highway from North Bend is about 8 miles, and by trail about 16. 


The holdings consist of .26 full mining claims, the relative 
positions of which is shown on the accorn.panrinir map The area 
embraced is approximately 520 acres. 


TIT


Title to the property is held by possessory rut. The 
annual assessment requirements have been fully performed during the 
past 20 years; so it is in ood standing. 


DwEL0Pr.4NT & E(UIPMNT 


Development work consists of about 2000 feet of tunnels, 
drifts, cuts, shafts, etc., the principal workings beint' one tunnel 
about 400 feet long on a copper lode. The accompanying map shows 
the general relations of the different workinrs, 


The equipment consists of a 50-ton concentrating mill 
made up of jaw crushe±', ball mill, and flotation tanks; the whole 
driven by a 4-foot impluse water wheel under 250-foot head. Ore is 
carried to the mill over a 2-bucket aerial tram sbout 2000 feet lon 
A 16-H. P. donkey outfit (logging) supplies steam to a 2-cylinder 
locomotive air compressor for air drills at the mine. The mine is 
provided with a fair supply of tools, steel, cars, rails, etc. 


Improvements consists of bunk house, cook house, and 
several out-buildins for stores, etc; all for the accommodation of 
30 men. In addition, the 16 niilesof horse trail, to r ether with the 
necessary brithes, clearings, etc., have been built and maintained by 
the company. 


All work has been well done and the greater part of it is 
still in very good condition. The Whole represents an expenditure in 
the neighborhood of • 100,000.00. 


TOPOGRAPHY


The chief topographical features of the general region are 
those of the high, rugged, glacier-carved and weathered mountains of 
the Cascade Range. The jmmediate vicinity is a northerly-southerly 
trending spur which forms the divide between the Skykomish watershed 
on the north and that of the Snoqualmie on the south. The camp and 
principal workings lay in a high-walled semi-circular basin at the 
head of Bear Creek. The claim cover the basin proper and. extend 
eastward over the top of the spur. The elevation of the basin is 
about 3400 feet above sea; and the mountain spur, hearby, rises to 
abOut 5000 feet.. From the basin, sear Creek valley descends fairly 
rapidly-- the difference in elerat:'..on bein about 2000 feet in 
3	 miles. It is over this portio::. of the way that the only difficult-
ies in transportation are presentec. 


Up to the 3000 foot line the region is well timbered with 
fir, cedar and hemlock still untouched by logging operations. On 
the property, and nearby, some .finestands of Alaska cedar appear. 
This wood has been used for the buildings at cariip and for minin. 


UT0S OS.
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Salal and other forms of underbrush prevail. Small streams abound-
one of these latter having been harnessed to yield about 75 horse 
power for the purpose of driving the mill. 


GEOLOGY & MINERALOGY 


The rocks of the region consist almost entirely of the 
granodiorites and related rocks which compose the main core of the 
Cascade Iountains. These vary somewhat in kind and composition and 
texture, But all fall within the above classification. 


Due to forces probably brought about by the cooling processes 
of the rocks, a series of fissures have been developed over a consider-
able area of the region. These fissures.are in such number and extent 
that they may be considered as a system. They have a eneral east-
west trend, and vary in width from small openings up to gaps exceeding 
50 feet. As a rule, the gaps have been healed by infillings of quartz 
and calcite; but not infrequently the wall rock forms part It happens 
that the infilling of many of these fissures iniude metallic minerals 
of different kinds; and, whenever any of these latter occur in 
sufficient abundance the fissure becomes a vein or lode In the 
immediate vicinity, metallic minerals; antimony. and zinc and bismuth 
also occasionally occur. The association is generall with arsenic 
and sulphur. Some of the veins carry only gold and silver values; 
in others, copper predominates. 


While, as a rule, iost of the larger fissures or veins of 
this reion continue for hundreds, and not infrequently thousands, 
of feet in length, and no doubt have considerable depth; and , while 
more or less work has been done on many of them at various horizons, 
nevertheless but little is yet known regarding the chemical charwes 
whichmay have taken place within the filling material itself, at 
depth. Moisture is abundant in the region and most of the veins 
carry some water. This water is a natural solvent; also, in some 
cases, it brings about chemical reactions. So, whenever a vein is 
more or less rich in metallic minerals at the higher elevation, it is 
not unlikely that leaching may have taken place over a portion of it, 
and the leached material accumulated in enriched zones at depths 
below. So far as this region is concerned noth ing is yet known as 
to the existance of such zones, and, tharfore, as to their horizon 
and. characteristics. Conditions, however, are favorable for them; 
and, if any do exist, 'the possibilities in their conznercial value are 
large. This much is known; that in all fissures carr: r±n valuable 
ores, the ores have continued to whatever depths yet worked-- the 
lowest being not far above sea level. 


Within the company's claims several well defined fissures 
occur. One of these is the silver-bearing lode in the south portion 
of the holdings; and the other the copper-bearing lode in the north-
ern. The others have not yet been explored for minerals. These 
veins are more or less parallel to one another; they strike 
approximately 20 degrees south of east, and attitude, stand close to 


the perpendicular- dipping slightly to the south. 


The silver lode is well exposed within the tunnel driven 
on it; also it shows eastward for upwards of l000feet in the cliffs 
above; and. in outcropsin the valley below several hundred feet west-
ward of the tunnel entrance. Ag.ain, on the east side of the mountain 
spur, in Miller Rivervalley, in line with the continuation of the 
strike of the vein over the compsny's clairis, there is a well 
developed prospespect- The Cleopatra - which carries ore similar in 
every respect to the ore of the silver lode tunnel. The horizontal 
distance between the two points is approximately one mile.. In the 
light of these facts, there would seem to be no question but that 
this vein continues the full distance across the company's five claims 


and through the mountain to teh Miller River Prospect; which would 
make a toatl distance in the neighborhood of 8000 feet. It may not 
continue unbrokenly for the full distance - there ma y be faults or 
breaks of different kinds - but thus far none of these er apparent. 
The accompanying map shows this feature of probable continuity. 
Aain, since the fissure has such considerable length, it undoubtedly







Also has considerable deDth- in this case, Probably not less than 
2000 feet below the present tunnel level. 


The fillin, material of the silver lode consists almost 
entirely of quartz - in small, ranular, vetreous crystals which in 
color vary from clear or white, throuh grays and li2ht browns, to 
pinkish. The rock is much snarled and cross-veined and shows 
numerous, small crystals lined cavities. i'ineralization shows throut'h-
out, either in isolated specks and small bunches, or in ribbon form. 
This. latter being the case along the contact with the Wall rock. All 
of the infillin cannot be classe.d as ore 	 some of it is hi r h rade 
and some o± it low. A thin clay oue shows on each wall, but no 
slickensides or evidence of much movement appears. 


The ore, so far as the present workings and showings are 
concerned, may properly he clased as an arsenide. However, as sulphur 
and antimony and bismuth are present, there will doubtless be other 
forms. The region has been ubect to intense and prolonged volcanic 
activity and any or all of the usual effects of such activity may 
result here, The ore, therefore, should be considered as complex. 
Genetically, this ore is derived from deep-seated sources, and has 
found its present loci through the medum of ascending, low-tempera-
ture solutions. Just what nature of these solutions are, is not 
known; but te inference is that sulphur and chlorides, the latter 
derived from salts in the ranited ., have much to do with it. However, 
without oinç into the details of the chemistry of this type of 
deposit, it may be stated briofly, that the present arsenical and 
animonial association probably represents the uppermost condition; 
that the next lower, will be a sulphur and a sulphur-iron association 
in which the silver may occur in sulphide form and be much richer 
than at present; and that the lowermost will he a copper association. 
In this latter, the cojper lode may play some part. gust where, or 
how extensive the zpnes carryin these conditions are, is not known; 
from the fact, however, that. sulphides are showing in the present 
workings, it is proable a •chane is not far distant a 


The infillin of the copper lode is mostly a ganue of 
mixed quartz and calcite. It has a coarsely ranular structure and 
is iore or less soft. The rock varies from white to light cray and 
brown. A thin clay ouze defines clearly the contact with the 
enclosing country rock. Like the silver lode, slickensides do not 
appear. Mineralization shows in the workinps in small, quartz strinCers 
carryin, chalcopyrite. 	 hether or not the main body of the anrue 
material carries copper in quanity was not determined. It could be 
seen that it carries some, however, for numerous drips at the roof of 
the tunnel showed high copper colors, Mineralization shows also in 
rocks on the dump, and there is an extensive surface showing some 
distance west of the tunnel, on the strike of the vein. The nature 
of this infillin rock, and the fact that it carries copper-laden 
waters movinp. downward, offer possibilities_of zones of accumulation 
below. 


•	 As the writer's objective was chiefly an examination of the 
silver lode, not much time was iven to the copper-except to et an 
idea of its eneral charactericties and its possible relation to the 
other. Enourh was seen, however, to gather a fairly favorable 
opinion, and it is ured that further exploratory work be done on it. 


VALUE OF T} ORE 


In the silver lode tunnel, and as far as can be seen on the 
surface, the vein material is divided into high rade and low grade ore 
the former ranin from about one-eiht up to possIbly one-fourth of 
the sectional area. Average values, therefore, will depend on how 
much of the low grade ore it i.s necessary to mine in mining the high 
p.rade. This is where ood judgment will have to be exercides in 
mining. In this instance, all ore having a value less that 4 5 should 
be considered as low crade; all above this value, as hih rade. 


The best data available on the value of this ore are the 
reports by Mr. Morse and Mr. Blum on their individual samplings of the 
first 70 feet of the tunnel. These sarplinrs were taken over 5-foot
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sections and were evidently carefully and well made and should give a 
fair idea of what the ore throu:h out the upper portion of the vein, 
should run. In addition to the abQve the mill operations -. though 
of only short duration - also throw light on the values. In the latter, 
it was found that the ratio of concentration was about 15 to 1. The 
results of a careful study of these reports is given in following 
tables.


HIGH GRADE ORE 
(.vER GE o $JPLING3) 


----------------------- --


NUMBER ,1IDTH SILVER GOLD 


BY M.DE OF VEIN OZ OZ 
----------------------------------------------------------------


Morse 18 13.6" 55.47 .053 
Blum 16 .O' 59.85 .0442 


LOW GRADE ORE 
(AVERAGE OF SALINGS) 


Morse 13 
i6


48.46" l.3 
2.60


.008 


.009 Blum


MILL OPERATIONS 


DATT HEADS TAILS OTS CTS 
BY AG AU AG AU AG AU WT 


Blum oct 5-29 
26-29


2525 
15,20


.04 


.03
.55 
.036


.01 


.Tr
274 


187
.45 
.5


? 
600# 


28-29 44.04 .04 3.20 Ol 
Nov 1 18,20 .0 .50 .Tr 350 .iG 750# 


3 24.20 .04 .50 .Tr 271 .20 1350#


TACOMA. 
SVELTER Dec. 16 	 200 .179 2582# 


In mining in the chutes and ore bodies, it is necessary in 
order to have working room, to allow not less than 3 foot for width of 
excavation. Therefore, on the basis that the high grade Portion of the 
vein is 1 foot wide, it will be necessary to mine out 2 feet of low 
grade. Adjuaicating this, we get th .e following; 


1 ton of high grade	 Silver 57.65 oz.	 Gold .0486 oz. 
2 ton of low grade	 Silver _4.	 H	 Gold .0170 


3) 62	 3) .0 


Averages (rough)	 20.00 


20 oz. silver @ 56	 ll.20 
.0228 gold @ 20	 .5 


Average value of the ore	 ll.b3 


The above figure represents the value of the ore over the 
narrower portions of th workings - tho.t is, where the high grade 
runs about 1 foot wide. If the vein continues for any distance, as the 
surface showings indicate it does there will undoubtedly be chutes 
and swells and extensive bodies of high grade which will naturally 
raise the unit value of the ore considerably. Again, as was previously 
stated, the present workings are in the horizpn of arsenidos at 
greater depth thei will be a change in the asociaion, which will 
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probably bring abOut h,ihe,r silver values. Therefore, the above 
figures can be taken as safe. 


AMOUNT OF ORE AVAILAB.L 


In every mining, operlation it is nec'essay to keep develop 
nient sufficiently ahead so that :th area worked can supply whateve 
the daily output requirement Nay be. This is measurable and called 
"ORE BLOCKED OUT;' any ore immediately beyond this area, or ore 
partially blocked out, is called ' T ORE IN SIGHT;" and ore showing., or 
theoritically where ore O'ugt to' he,., is conidered as. "PROBABLE ORE." 


At the present tIme there is actually no ore "BLOCKED OUT" 
in the silver lode tunnel. The ore in th immediate vicinity of the 
tunnel may considered as "ORE' IN SIGHT, c? 'but' none has been mined into 
so as to make it measurable. The usual practic'q, where conditions 
for continuity are as favorable as they are here, Is to consider that 
the area lying within' 100 feet of the wprkings does contain ore, and. 
that this ore may be assumed to be "AVAIL3IE." 


On one • f the accompanying sketches is shown a section 
through the silver lode tunnel .a±id the area considered'as available 
ore. Roughly, it ,s fi'ured that these areas contain between (000 
and 10,000 tons. 


COIION 


The width of the ve1x. here is such that a minimum of timber 
will be required. So far, no wa,tOr haC been encountered, and there 
will probable be but very little utj1l a greater depth is reached. 
To all a7pearance the rock breaks easily, which will necessitate 
minimum of powder. Actual mining can be done under favorable conditlonc 
Of course, this is a region of heavy snowfa11 and inconvenience will 
be experienced from it at times'; but this situation can be met by 
adequate preperation. Taking everything, into consideration., there 
would seem to be no reason why mining cannot be carried on here 
equally as easily as at other places. 


In dressin the ore, t,1.e ordinary practice of wet crushing 
is in use. This is no doubt satisfactory, but it iould appear that 
the introduction of a table, ahead Of the flotation system, would be 
of advantage. It would seem advisable too, on account of the complex 
nature of the ore not to attempt any further ±eduction or treatment 
of it at this time - simply concentrate and. ship as such. 


The one difficulty that presents 'itself' now is that of 
getting the .conCentratoS' out at a reasonable cost. Packing at the 
present time is in 'two sta"es - 'down Bear Creek for 3* miles to the 
Lenox Creek camp, tnence l miles to the hi'hway. T1e first part is 
steep, the second is practically a water grade. It would seem possible 
to overcome the difficulties of the first stages by running the 
concentrates down through a small pipe line to settling tanks, and 
that of the secOnd stage, by widening the 'trail so as to operate a 
small tractor. Possibly other methods could be worked out, these 
have suggested themselves, and woul d not appear tO be costly. 


PROBABlE, COSTS 
The following is an estimate Of the r'obab'le cOst of ro-


duetiOn, in the early stages of operations It is based on an out put 
of 50 tons per day and the use of the present facilities and 
cOnditionS approximately a they are at this' time;
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Mining including timbering and d.evelopment 	 1.50 
Milling and. concentrating	 1.00 
Transportation	 1.00 
Treatments, discount, etc. 	 1.30 
Administration	 .30 
Amortization, depreciation, etc. 	 .50 
Maintenance, inôidentals, etc. 	 1.00 


Costs of production per ton of ore 	 6.6o 


POSSIBILITIES 


Because the silver lode ersists for such a considerable 
lenght, it undoubtedly has considerable aepth - an expression being 
that a vein is as deep as it is long. This, however, is not a proven 
law; it only serves to give an ideai In the light of the present 
information as to depth attained by other fissures in this re gion, it 
would seem safe to assume a depth, here, of at least 2000 feet below 
the present wotkings. 


Again, because this lode is a fissure, it undoubtedly has 
the usual characteristiCS of all fissures in varying in width over 
short distances - both horizpntally and vertically. Therefore, any 
ore bodies it has. cannot be measured until they have been more or less 
developed. On the surface, the vein shows widths in the neighborhood 
of 4 feet; in the tunnel; it varies from a little less than 1 foot 
up to 8 feet - the aVerage being about 2 feet. These measurements 
give an idea of what may b expected throughout. 


Based on the general dithensioxis givOn, the area shown in 
section through the mountains, •o the acdompanying map, should. contain 
a volume running into several hundred. thousatid tons of ore. If the 
fissure descends for the normal distance it should, and is ore-hearin, 
as it will probably be found to be, this tonnage can he increased 
proortionate1y. 


Tie above are the possibilities offering in the deve10 
ment of this property. In the writers experience, it is one o the 
best prospects in this part of the country and fully warrants 
expenditure to prove. Is success would seem to be simDly a questieti 
of good judient and handling 


* *** * *- **** * * ** ;* 


SUMMARY AND RC0ENDATIONS 


In considering the proposition as a whole, in relation to 
the special objective of the examination and this report, the follow-


ing is the way the writer views the situation: 


The property contains a number of well defined fissure veins 
of which the silver lode should . be considered as the one of immediate 
importance. That, while this lode off ers considerable possibilities 
of eventually being made into a mine, and has been prospected to the 
point that it is known to carry ore w1 .t•ch can be profitably converted; 
and, while it has been equiped with a 50.-ton mill and facilities, there 
is as yet not sufficient ore developed to operate the latter for more 
than a few days time. 


The needs, therefore, of hC situation, is development 


in the mine. 


On the accompanying map showing a longitudinal section 
throu"h tb.e silver lode tunnel, the writer shows, in outline the 
initial work that should be done to start development. This 
contemplates the driving of about 00 feet of tunnel and raises into 
what is called "O IN SIGHT"I With this work done, the mine would
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then have in the neighborhood of 5000 tons capacity, for about 4 
months time. This ore, on. the basis of present, known values, should 
have a gross value of about 60,O00, and should be converted at a cost 
not to exceed j4O , 00, This would yield a sufficient earnin o s to 
continue dvolopxnent on the same scale. 


To carry the above program through, the following is 
roe oxnmended: 


1st. That a suitable air compressor be purchased and so installed 
that it can be driven by 'the present mill waterwheel, then connect 
to the air system now in the mine. Also, that an additional air-drill, 
together with necessary fittings, etc., be purchased; and, that 
sufficient powder and other supplies be taken in at the•	 time. 


2nd. That 4 men be engaged t.Q this development, and whatever pre-
paratory work, such as clearing the trail putting p bridges, tcmporary 
shelters, :tc	 may be necessary to do. 


With this machinery properly installed, and livLig conditions 
made comfotahle, these four men should be able to accomplish the 
500 feet of work outlined, in abut 4 months time. This d.one, the 
mine will be ready for an increased crew and the out put shc':U. be 
such as to keep the mill running the full season. 


The above program calls for the following financial 
roquiremonts 


1 2-clind,er, 100 ft.. compressor 	 • 500. 00, 


1 roca: haninier drill, complete	 ;5000 


500 feet of	 pipe c
	 IOU-00


1000 feet " teot cable, pulleys , etc. ) 
1 si'nall hanJ winch, short chains, etc. 	 )	 :(5oo 


Blain°' Dowder	 '	 ,O0,00 
Grub. su,pDlieS,. etc.	 4000O 
Froi.t and. hauling	 203G00 


Wages


	


	 'OGOC


7 q 3. 


To be raised for the purpose, ay a total of 5000.0fl 


*****)-***
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GEORGE	 AMM' 
Mining Enineer 
Seattle - Washington


1/tay 19, 1928 


Mr. 0. H. Peterson 
Sec'y Snoq.ualmie Mining Co. 
Seattle, Washington. 


Dear Sir:
In response to your request for further information per-


taining to the large copper lode on your property, I enclose herewith 
a blueprint showing the workings, and the general features surrounding 
somewhat in detail, which I trust may be what you desire. 


I find, on looking over if report of November 1926, that I 
had omitted 'iiving dimensions, etc., in the text, but did shaw it, 
all drawn to scale, on the accompanying blueprints. 


This lode is one of a series of fissure veins on your 
property. It has a general east-west trend,. parallel with the others; 
shows at intervals on the surface over a distance of 3000 feet; and 
stands practically in a vertical position. It has been developed by 
about 600 feet of tunnel - 100 feet of which are in crosscut of the 
vein proper. Within the workings, the vein has width of 50 feet, and 
the surface showings would indicate that it continues about that 
dimension for a considerable distance beyond,. As stated in my report: 
" The infilling of the copper lode is mostly a gangue or mixed quartz 
and calcite. It has a coarsely granular structure and is more ore 
loss soft. The rock varies from white to light-grey and brown. A 
thin clay gouge defines clearly the contact with the enclosing rock. 
Like the silver lode, slickensides so not appear. Mineralizatic:a 
shows in the workings in small quartz stringers carrying chalcojrite. 
Vhether or not the main body of the ganue material carries co:1' in 
quantity, was not deterniined. It could be seen that it carries some, 
however, for numerous drips at the roof of the tunnel showed high 
copper colors. Mineralization shows also in rocks on the dump, and 
there is an extensive surface showing some littly distance west of the 
tunnel - on the strike of the vein. The nature of this infilling 
rock, and the fact that it carries copper-laden water moving down-
ward, offers possibilities of zones of accumulation below." 


This is the 1arest mineral-bearing fissure the writer 
knows of in this part of the country, and, in the light of data 
available at other properties, as to depths at which ore Is found - 
also in the light of the nature of this infilling ganue - it would 
scorn logical to look for and expect to find large bodies of high grade 
ore at depths'beloW the present workings. The exact horizon at which 
such ore bodies are apt to be found here, cannot be definitely stated 
now for not sufficient is yet known of local conditions, but it would 
seem safe to figure on conmercial ore coming in at 600 feet below the 
present workings and continuing in varying amounts to a depth of 
2000 feet lower. 


Having the above facts in mind is why the writer, n the 
previous report, expressed a favorable opinion as to the possibilities 
of this lode, and urged that further exploratory work be done on it. 
This exploratory work can be done by drills; and its location should 
be selected with respect to the most suitable outlet. The matter is 
a question of more study; and again, the writer urges that such be 
done, because conditions fully justify the outlay. 


Very truly yours 


(3ignod) Geo. Taitinie 


232 Burke Bld".
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STATUTORY STATE1ENT CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM INC. 


Filed with Director of Licenses of State of Washington. 


EXHIBIT 1. Incorporated in State of Washingon, May 25, 1948. 


EXHIBIT 2. Address of registered business office in State of Washington: 
14521 Aurora Avenue, Seattle 33, Washington 


EXHIBIT 3. List of officers, all of *hom are directors, holding offioe for 
term of one yend amount of stock hoid: 


L.Hansen'prdn 1 614 Yale AvenueN., Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
t,.J.Maddon, v4	 Rt.3 Box 415, Bi'er!ierton,Wash. 127,500 shares held 
K.O.Welling, secretary, 14521 Aurora Ave., Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
E.A.Arhburn, treasurer, 1814 25th 8., Sèattl, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
C.L.Johnston, director, 245 S.Montgomeir St.,Bromerton,Wn.127,500 shares held 
E. Saurors, director, Rt.3, Box 415-B k Bremérton, Wash.	 127,500 shares held 
Jo Madden, director, Rt. $, Box 415, Bre'ton, Wash. 	 127,500 shares held 
G.M.Osterberg	 jto, 756 Stimson J3ldg, Seattlô, Wash. 127,500 shares hold 
V. Osterberg,	 !cWt, 19345 37th Ave.N.E., Seattle, Wn. 127,500 shares held 
i1rs. L.Liptrap, director, 403 Bay Bldg., Seattle, Wash.	 127,500 shares held 
J. Zybura, director, 4409 	 36th So., Seattle, Wash. 	 127,500 shares held 
Mrs.E.L.Watson,director, 756 Stimson Bldg., Seattle,Wn. 	 127,500 shares held 


Ec.HIBIT 4. Number of shares of common stock authorized, all nonassessable, 
3,000,000 shares, par value 10% each. Preferred stock, None. 


EXHIBIT 5. Consolidated Molybdenum, Inc., issued 127,000 shares to each of 
twelve incorporators. 1,530,000 shares are placed in escrow with Frederick N. 
Pot 6251 - 31st N.E., Seattle, ashington, under agreement with Department of 
Licenses. 


EXHIBIT 6. Consideration received by cOmpany from shares issued and 
çutstanding Ju.iy 1, 1948, is: On 1,530,000 shárOs, $153,000 value placed on 
lease and orgaxizthg. 


EXIiIBIT7. Statement of Assets afd Liabilities as of July 1, 1948. 


ASSETS	 LIABILITIES 


Lease on property............$ l27,500.00	 Common Siôck iued....... 3153,0O0.00
Deferred charges, 


prepaid expenses......25,O0.0O 


TOTAL.......... l53,0O0.00	 TOTAL........... V153,000.00 


EirnIBIT 8. Number of shares öi4 other securities to be issued to public in 
present offering:


&o. Shares Offering Price 
Common Stook........ 	 1,470,000	 10% 
Preferred Stock....... 	 None	 None 
Approximate amount expected to be derived from sale..	 l47,0O0.0O 
Approximate amount of commissions to be paid......... 	 36,750.00 
Approximate amount of exploration work, development 


work, and equipment to be purchased........,....	 110,000.00 
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EXHIBIT 9. Rate of commissions to be paid and form of payment. (In money 


or company's securities). 


1. Agents........... . ............... 25% in money 


2. Member of corporation as selling agent,.. 25% in money 
3 • Underwriters. . . . ....... . . . . , . .....• . . . . • Nono 


Amount of salaries to be paid for ensuing year: 
No salaries are to be paid to the president or vice president or secretary 


or treasurjr or general manager or others. 


EXHIBTT 10. Names and addresses of authorized Agents or underwriters at 


time of filing: 


G. N. Osterberg, 756 Stimson Bldg., Seattle, 'lashington 
Vernon Osterberg, 19345 - 37th Avenue, N.E., Seattle, Washington 
Mrs. E. L. 7atson, 756 Stimson Bldg., Seattle, Washington 
Mrs. Lillian Liptrap, 403 Bay Bldg., Seattle, Washington 
John Zybura, 4409 - 36th South, Seattle, Washington 
Garry L. Hansen, 614 Yale Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 
Leonard J. Madden, Rt. 3, Box 415, Breinerton, Washington 
Jack i:Iadden, Rt. 3, Box 415, Bremerton, Washington 
E • A. Ainburn, 1814 - 25th South, Seattle, Washington 
Kenneth 0. Welling, 14521 aurora Avenue, Seattle 33, Washington 
Edwin Saürers, Rt. 3, B 415-B, I3remerton, Washington 
Carl L. Johnston, 245 S. i'iontgomery Street, Bremerton, Washington 


EXHIBIT 11. (a) Describe fully history of companr. (b) Describe claims 
and give their approximate location, and type of mining tu be engaged in. 


( c ) Give valuation of claims. (d) Proposed work. (o) Tyje of machinery and 
equipment to be purchased. (f) Briefly outline purpose for which funds are to 


be used. 


Consolidated Molybdenum, Inc. was organized in Flay, 1948. It does not 
succeed any other form of mining company; it is a completely new company. The 
claims are located in the Buena Vista Mining district, which district is approxi-
mately 25 miles North and cast of North Bend, Washington. The company has a 99 
gear lease on 8 claims (approximately 160 acres) lying in Section 27, Township 
25 North, Range 10 ast, W. N., ICing County, Washington. No royalties or other 
cash payments are payable under the lease. Ten of the inoorporators own the 
claims and have exchanged a leasehold interest in the claims for stock in the 


company. 


The value of the claims with improvements is ?l27,500.00. Some tunnel 


work has been 'done. At the point of accezs to the ore bearing vein, a swift 
mountain stream called "Devil's Canyon" cuts through the vein. A tunnel has 
been driven into the side of the canyon, to curve around to the vein and escape 
the water. Further development work proposed by the company includes driving 
the tunnel into the ore bearing vein; construction of housing facilities for 


workers, erection of mill and flotation plant, and the installation of a tram 


from mine to mill, together with the necessary grading. 
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The machinery needed and proposed to be purchased includes; Diesel power 
plant, 50-ton mill, flotation plant, air compressors and drills, tramway equipment 
and hoist, bulldozer, together with the necessary accessories and tackle for such 


equipment. 


The purpose for which the funds will be used will be to provide access roads 
to the public roads, grade and level the land upon the mining claims, erect such 


buildings as are necessary to house men and equipment, purchase mining, milling 
and flotation equipment, and to develop the tunnels and shafts to the point of 
production; thereafter, to provide capital for the maintenance of payrolls, 


payment of taxes, and purchase of supplies. 


There is no present authorization in the organizational plan of the company 
for the payment of salaries to the officers as such, and no such action is 
contemplated until production problems necessitate sufficient amounts of their 
time that salaries are deemed necessary by the board of directors in order to 
secure the type of administration needed to carry on the work. 


Dated May 25, 1948. 


(Corporate Seal)
	


CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM, INC. 


Aj 
By G.L.Hansen, President. 


Attest: K.O.1 ielling, Secretary
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OFFICE


305 Howarth Hall
Col Ie9e of Pu9et Sound


Pr. 3521


R)Nt.E 
3101 North 31st Street


Pr. 1715 


A.. LMILLIN 
E;;i Goicr.iet 
Taccma, Wasiinton


On October 7 to 9, 19149, an attempt was made to examine the holdings 


of the Consolidated Molybdenum, Infl., property located in sec. 26 and 27, 


R1OE, T 25 N, W.M, Conditions of' weather 'made a complete examination 


impossible. Determination of the nature aiid character of the veins was 


possible and this section of the report will deal with this phase. 


The location of the vein is in Devil's Canyon. Erosion has removed, 


within recent times, some 200 feet of vein material from the canyon. 


The wall rock of Devil's Canyon is pre .Cascadian Granite (Hornblend 


Biotite Granite). The sequence of events that produced Devil's Canyon are: 


(1) Normal fault in which the west block has dropped, thus giving a vertical 


cliepiacement ofthe two sides0 This compoient was not accessible within the 


1:iue spent on the property. (2) Into this fault was intru.ed a fissure vein 


o.	 artz The vein material is glassy and well frozen on the wall of the 


rspective blocks. (3) At some later time a dilation dike of Cascadian 


g-anocIirite was introduced. This dike opened the. old fissure forcing the 


r'spctive wall apart to the extent of. three to ten feet. (14) Th 


mart is not clear in relation to the time element, but a sufficient time later 


the dike had crystalized, This was, a lateralmovement, again involving the 


foot block that moved to the south. Either simultaneous with this movement or 


at some time later, quartz carrying sulfides invaded the dike. This invasion 


filled the fractures and. replaced. some of the original quartz and rock minerals. 


Mineralization is in all, three components of the zone. 1j1 characte-istic 


mineral is molybd.enite with lesser amounts of other aulfides. This type of 


deposition is known as "deciminated. replacement" and is one of the known types 


of xnolyhdenuai deos.t.s..
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Molybd.enite tends to deposit in definite zones, but just what part of 


the zone of deposition is represented by the area that is intersected by 


the tunnel is not clear; however, it is my impression from what I observed 


that the location of the tunnel is about midway in the zbne of molybd.eni'te 


deposition, At a higher elevation represented by advancing up the canyon, 


the other sulfides seem to run stronger. At some distance dowi the canyon, 


there are tear faults that have a good showing o molybdenite. These facts 


would seem to establish the above hypotheses. 


There were no samples taken at this time for assay. Samples should be 


carefully cut from wall to wall and of uniform depth and assayed, Until, this 


is done very little can be said. as to whether the Dcvil t s Canyon is a mine or 


not. Just by visual inspection, it would appear that there is enough strength 


to the deposit to warrant a comple.te sampling and detailed examination, 


After sampling and assaying has established the tenure of the ore, then 


a mining engineer could lay out a mining system for the adequate development 


of the property. The topography is such that the location of tunnels. and the 


neoe8appQrteflnt works, would not present a problem.
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On August 19, 1950 the property of the Consolidated Molybdenum 


Incorporated was visited by the author with the purpose of completing the 


examination that was started last October and abandoned because of adverse 


weather conditions. The canyon was explored except the extrethe upper end, 


Heavy rains made the entrance of the canyon at this point impossible, 


In the preliminary report the rock conditions were discussed in 


detail and the type of veins were studied. Here the author will only 


augment that report and make some changes in the sequence of events that 


lead to the deposition of molybd.enite as the characteristic Sulfide mineral. 


The Consolidated Molybdenum Incorporated, properties are in 


Section 26, 27; R.lO E.; T.25 N.; W.M. 


The past history of the property is not recorded in the literature 


and is unknown to the author. However, in "Mining in the Northwest" edited 


by L. K. Hodges in 1897 there is a statement that as early a 1892 prospec-


tors had crossed the divide from the Skykoinish - Miller riverside into the 


watershed of the Snoqualrnie river. However there is no mention of Molybd.e-


nite made at this time, 


Metallic Molybdenum was isolated. in 1782 but no large Scale pro-


duction was made until 1913 and real important production began in 1927. 


Practically all molybdenum produced is utilized in the making of alloys of 


iron and steel. Molybdenum acts like tungsten but more so. It requires 


approximately 50% less molybdenum to obtain a similar quality of alloy. 


Molybdenum is at the present the most important hardening alloying metal. 


Strength, ductility, and a tendency to resist crystallization in iron and 


steel are increased by the use of molybdenum. Molybdenum alloyed steels 


are extensively used where strength, heat resistance, and resistance to 


cryt.a11izatjon are rep.3red as in aircraft parts, automobiles, shafts,
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high speed tools, gears, guns, and armor plate. These uses make molybdenum 


a critical metal . in peace as well as war. 


Geology: The walls of Devil's Canyon are pre-Cascadian or early Cascadian 


granite (hornblend biotite granite). The sequence of events that produced Devil's 


Canyon are: 


(i) Normal faulting in which. th west block had both a strike and dip component. 
This resulted in both vertical and horizontal displacement. Erosion has obscured 
the a.'nount of this movement and as it has no direct relation to the events that 
produced the mineralization very little time was spent on this consideration. 


(2) Into this fault was intruded.a dilation yke of ganodiorite. This grano-
diorite is of. the o called Cascadian gránodiorite type. 


(3) A second series of movements took place that shattered the granodior-
ite dike but apparently did not extend into the wall rock, 


.i. ) Into these secondary fractures were intruded quarts in small amounts ) Well rormed crystals were present in places. 


(5) Movement was again active. This third movement extended into the canyon 
wall producing tear faults in the downthrow block, West block, or foot wall. 


(6) At sometime later, probably at or near the last stages of Cascadian intrus-
i\re action, veins of moderate high temperature quarts invaded all fractures, 
These solutions and vapors carrring quartz and molybdenite were under sufficient 
p'essure to invade the granodiori-te, depositing fine gráined molbdenite in the 
spaces between the crystals of the rock. In.ome places rosettes of molybd.eni%e 
occures in the granodiorite, 


The Quartz carrying molybdenite is in the main glassy with the molybdenite 


occurring within the quartz as well as at the ccntact of the veins with the wall 


rock. These quartz veins make up approximately 25% of the mineralized area. 


Devil's Canyon is c narrow slot left by the erosion of the quarts bearing 


granodiorite dike. The walls are precipitous and the grade of the canyon is 


roughly 22 degrees. This, however, is interrupted by several abrupt cliffs in 


• the floor of the canyon and becomes a torrent even with a small amount of rain. 


Much of the canyon floor is covered with detritus that obscures mineralization.
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Deer Gulch is the main tear fault that cuts the foot wall block. This 


fault has the same history as the main Devil's Canyon fault and contains the 


same type of mineralization. The vein in Deer Gulch may be the vein that is 


cut by the tunnel in Devil's Canyon, but more probably it is a tear fault vein 


of simultaneous o±'igin. However there is evidence that there is a second dike 


east of Devil's Canyon. This was not investigated but should be. 


The mineralized zone varies in width from two feet to ten feet. The 


pinching and swelling follows the original -fault walls and is characteristic. 


As elevation in the canyon is gained by advancing up the canyon, other 


sulfide minerals appear. This is the normal history of veins of this type. 


The description of the mineralized area was difficult because of the erosion. 


• One rarely sees the entire width of the mineralized dike. and the quartz veins 


that accompany it at a single exposure, The dike rock has had some alteration 


as the result of the intrusion of the quartz bearing hot solutions. This has 


made the 'deposition of the niolybdenite possible by opening minute channels be 


ti: ciy-a1	 icre i ureI by tht: fu1' moveme'	 I: th	 aDh-


orite that has been exposed by the erosion and acted upon by:the air plus some 


acide waters, some of the molybdenite has been altered to molybdite, Mo 203 or 


molybdenum ochre. This gives the rock some of the characteristic yellow appear-


ance. This should not be confused with the yellowish color of the iron stains 


of limonite. 


The quartz veins range in width from almost undiscernible veinlets to veins 


six inches wide. Associated with the' quartz vein matter is a small amount of 


serisite probably derived from the alteration of the feldrpars. The dissemination 


of inolybdenite in both the granodiorite and the quartz veins Is not uniform In
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concentration but leans and. strengthens from area to area. Where the vein is 


broadest the mineralization may be reduced per unit area, but the amount of mitt.-


eral present will be approximately the same. Where two quartz veins or late 


faults intersect there is a tendency towards enrichment. The overall is a strong 


showing of molybdenum with ample tops to make an operation advisable. 


Before much capital is invested, for other purposes there should be a drilling 


program planned and the results of such a program care-fully studied. This will 


tell just how much ore there is present and. how it is ccncentrated. As the 


property now stands it is a raw prospect and there is no ore that can be estimated. 


or described farther than to say that there is, on the basis of surface showings, 


a sizable tonnage of theoretical ore. 


As moJ.ybdenite tends to deposit ma definite zbne under rather a narrow 


thermal range, it would appear that the location of the present tunnel is in the 


upper part of the lower half of the mineralized zone. A new location should be 


sught at a lower level and a mining engineer employed to lay out the mining 


niethods. Such a location could be found about two hundred feet below the presart 


tunnel level. 


After careful examination of the property it is my recommendation that the 


Board of Directors draw up a plan that will give a comprehensive and, logical 


approach to the problem. This should. be in writing for future reference. Dis-


coveries should be made on the other two claims and trails blazed to said d,iscov.. 


eries so that they may be readily accessible for examination. 


A new cabin and such other buildings as are appertenant . sho1d be planned. 


for early spring and so located that the danger of snow slides would be avoided.. 


The present cabin is untenantable.	 -
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At the places where ropes are now used, trails should be cut around in 


the cliff so the canyon can be seen as a whole without endangering life and limb. 


Hand samples are inadequate so l4rge samples should be taken from several 


cuts and keep separate. These can be cut with powder and sent to some estab-


lished firm that is equipped to make a concentration test on the ore. Samples 


should be in the neighborhood of 500 pounds each0 


It is my belief that cuch a method of sampling would show enough strength 


to the ore body to warrant development in the immediate future. 


1sf F. A, MeMillin 


F, A. McMILLIN 
Economic Geologist
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CONSOLIDATB) MOLYBDENUM, INC. 


BALANCE SHEET 
December 31, 1950 


ASSETS 
Current Assets: 
Cash 
Accounts Receivable	 __________ 


Total Current Assets 


Fixed Assets:


219.31 
600.00


819.31 


Deferred Development 
Office Furniture and Fixtures 
Land


Total Fixed Assets 
Total Assets


LIABILITI ES 


Current Liabilities: 


$ 2, 227.5L. 
15.75 


153,000 .00 l552L3.29 


15b,O6 


Pledges Received	 300.00 
Pledged Contracts	 600.00 


Total	 900.00 


Capital: 


Capital Stock, Authorized 	 $300,000.00 
Less - Capital Stock, Unissued	 114.5,600.00 
Capital Stock Issued	 1514.,LI..00.00 
Paid-in Surplus	 762.60 


Total Liabilities and Capital 	 F5b.Ob2.6Y







U. S. D 6 RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR • 


DEFEWE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


Budget Bureau No. 42-R1035. 
Approval expires 6-30-51. 


APPLICATION FOR AID FOR AN 


EXPLORATION PROJECT PURSUANT TO 


•	 MINERAL ORDER 5, UNDER 


DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT OF 1950 


Conaolidatd !o1ibdenwn Inc. 
801 Central .Bui1d1n 
Seattle	 Vash1neton 


L


DO NOT FILL IN THIS BLOCK 


Docket No. 


Date received 


Participation ----------------------------------------------


c''::::i V 1E 
c:	 c: 


•	 JUN2795' 


F. 


	


.	 Name and 
ihvo	 'ii'	 address of 


28, 1951 
applicant 


Date ____________________________ 


FILL IN THIS BLOCK 


Date of application	 1951------------------------- Estimated cost 


Mineral or metal	 Percentage of Government participation 


Location of mine 


Date of filing MF-100 ------------------------------------------------------DMA Docket Number, if available 


INSTRUCTIONS 


Read Mineral Order 5, Regulations Governing Government 
Aid in Defense Projects, before completing this application. 
Submit four signed copies of the application to Defense Min-
erals Administration, Department of the Interior, Washington 
25, D. C., or to the nearest field executivà officer thereof, with 
your name and address on each sheet of the application and 
all accompanying papers. If any question is inapplicable, or


if you cannot answer it, so state on the form. Where the 
apace provided for answer is insufficient, answer on a separate 
sheet, annex it to the application form, and refer to it in space 
for answer. If the application is approved, you will be pre-
sented with an exploration project contract on Form MF-200, 
for your signature. 


THE APPLICANT 


*1. Is applicant an individual, partnership, or corporation? 
*2. If a partnership, state names and addresses of partners. 
*3• If a corporation, state names and addresses of officers, directors, and five largest stockholders. 
4. Deséribe the mining and general business experience of (a) the applicant, and (b) the person or persons who will manage the 


project. 
*5 Are you the owner or the lessee of the property? 
6. If owner, state what claims, liens, or encumbrances, if any, are against the property. 
7. If lessee, attach a copy of the lease and state if it is in good standing. 


NOTE.—It will be necessary to procure and attach to the exploration project contract agreements of claimants, lienors, en-
cumbrances and lessors subordinating their interests in the property to the interest of the Government under the 
contract. 


8. Furnish current financial statement, showing assets and liabilities, and a profit and loss statement. 
9. How much money is applicant prepared to invest in proposed project? Is it sufficient to pay your .part of the cost of the 


project as detailed in question 23 of this application form, in accordance with the regulations on Government participation 
(Section 9 of Mineral Order 5)? 


• ff you have already answered these questions on MF-l00, you are not required to answer the questions for this application. 	 16-64067-1







THE PROPERTY	 .	 .	 .•	 . 


10 (a) Give a description of the real property that will be in any way involve in the exploration project, including any existing 
mine or operating pro.perty. 


(b) Give the legal description of the exact parcel, plot, or area upon which the exploration is to be conducted. 
NOTE.—If both areas are the same, so state. The only obligation torepay the Government is from the net earnings from 


any commercial discovery made in the area specified in (b) above in which the exploration is to be conducted, 
and the expenditure of funds which may be charged as costs of the project must be limited to that area or to 
work necessary to . perform the exploration in that area. 


*11. State the present and former names of the property, if any. 
*12. State, in detail, the location of the property with refernce to towns, railroads, roads, shipping points, including distances 


and directions and kinds and conditions of roads. 
*13. State source and quantity of water available for operations and its sufficiency at all seasons. 


State amount of power to be used, rate per hour or other cost, and source. 
*14. Describe any existing useable facilities, equipment, buildings, or structure now on the property that will be devoted to the 


exploration work. 
15. State in detail how the ore could be shipped and how and where milled. 


*16. History: 
(a) Give a statement, as complete as possible, of previous exploration, development, operation, and production of property, 


with reasons for any past suspensions of operations. 
(b) State briefly the known history and production of adjoining and neighboring properties. 
(c) Furnish any available (private) reports that may apply to this application, including results of mine examinations, 


recommended exploration and development, and metallurgical investigations. 
17 Prodüctión: 


(a) If mine i in production, furnish the following information: 


Grade or	 Net value 


	


Tons per day	 analysis	 Cost per ton	 per ton 
(1) Mining 
(2) Milling 
(3) Shipped 


or sold	 . 
*18. Ore or mineral reserves: (If property is or has been operating.) 


(a) Describe the ore or mineral deposits briefly. 
(b) Submit available maps and.assay data. 
(c) Give estimated tonnage and grade of each class of ore reserves. 


19. State any conditions or circumstances regarding the property not sufficiently brought out by the foregoing questions. 


THE EXPLORATION 
20. For what mineral or minerals and forwhat types of deposits and ores will the eploration be conducted? 
21. Describe briefly, but concisely, the proposed work and the estimated time required to complete it. 


NOTE.—The Government will not participate in a project that will require more than 2 years to complete. 
22. Furnish statement of the geological basis of the project with particular emphasis on factors leading the operator to expect the 


finding of commercial ore bodies. This statement should be accompanied by supporting maps such as geological maps, maps 
of the proposed openings and assay maps, sample lists, and other pertinent data. 


•	 THE REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS 
23. Tabulate in the form of an itemized statement with a sum for each item the estimated requirements and costs of the project so 


that the total will give the estimated cost of the project in which the Government will participate, as follows: 
(a) Labor, by numbers and classes (miners, muckers, millmen, etc.), with wages of each. 
(b) Supervisors, by numbers and positions, with salaries of each. 
(c) Cost of necessary repairs to existing facilities, structures, and buildings. 
(d) Cost of necessary installation or construction of additional facilities, structures, and buildings. 
(e) Cost of items of equipment, not now owned by the applicant which must be purchased for operations at a cost of $50 or 


more each. 
(f) Cost of rental for equipment which the operator proposes to rent. 
(g) Rental value of items of equipment which the operator now owns and which will be devoted to the work. 
(h) Cost of materials and supplies, including items of equipment costing less than $50 each. 
(i) Cost of power, water, utilities, and any other items not provided for above. 


24. Furnisha time schedule of the project, stated in terms of months after project is approved, showing progress expected to be 
accomplished and the money expected to be. spent. 


CERTIFICATION 
The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on its behalf, hereby certify that the information con-


tained in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete to the best of their knowledge and belief. 


By 


	


(Name of company) .	 (Signature of authorized official) 


Way 28 i	 •
)-----------------------------------


Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any department or agency 
of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction. 


5 Same as footnote on page 1.	 16-64067-1	 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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REPORT ON 


CONSOLIDA'ED MOLYBDENUM, INC. HOLDINGS


IN TL BUENA VISTA MINING DISTRICT


KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON 


by 


OLIN 1. SPRAGUE 


Profesiona1 Lngineer 
641 N. Callow Avenue 


Bremerton, ashington. 


"BECAU5 THESE SECURiTIES Afli. BELI±VED TO BE EXEMPT FROM 
REGISTRATION, THEY RAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED WITH TEE SECURITIES 
AND EXCHANGE OIvEiISSION; bUT SUCH EXEMPTION, IF AVAILABLE, DOES 
NOT II\TDICATE THAT THE SECURITIES HAVE BEEN EITHER APPROVED OR 


DISAPPROVED BY THE COMMISSION OR TEAT THE COMMISSION HAS 


CONSIDERED THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF THE STATEHENTS IN 


THIS COMMUNICATION.!'







641 N. Callow Ày, 


Bremerton, Wash.


October 23, 1948. 


At your request I have made an examination of the 


mining claims comprising the Cosolidated iolybdenum, Inc. Mine


property during October, 1948. 


I am embracing my findings in the attached Report. 


This Report is based upon what I have seen, from certain recorded 


documents, maps, and from conversation with persons whom I 


consider to know whereof they have spoken. 


The intent herein is to give an áàcUräte description 


of the property with the purpose in mind of offering duly sub-


sbantiatecl facts, or, at times, my conclusions based upon my 


observations, combined with written documents. 


My purpose is to so place my statement of fact, that 


those interested in what I am saying will be able to draw correct 


conclusions relative to this iining Property, upon reading and 


studying what is to follow.


-	 -	 4>'" 
Registered Prpfes$tona)/ Enginee 
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CONSOLIDATED Iv1OLYBDENUM INC. PROPERTY 


Th Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. Property is located in 


Section 27, Twp. 25 N., R. 10 h., .M. in the northeastern part of 


King County ashington. It is in the Buena Vista Mining District. 


Official Records of the property are kept in the County Auditor's Office, 


of King County, at Seattle, Washington. 


Ownership is by Possessory Right, which, under United States 


and ashington State Mineral and Mining Laws, means that the claimant 


in possession can not be distv.iubed except by some one who shows a better 


right to the premises. 


The present owner has possessed, occupied, and improved the 


property, and complied with the legal requirements shice 1905, or there-


abouts.


Claim corners are in place and the boundary lines marked in 


the usual manner. 


There is a log cabin 18 feet by 18 feet conveniently situated 


upon the property: a good trail leading thereto, and a tunnel 5 feet by 


7 feet in section. Some mining tools and cabin equipment. 


The general appearance of the property is such as convinces 


one that the owner or claimant, has thru all these years, valued and 


cherished this property. The said owner shows by his toil and effort 


that he has continuously placed faith in the promise the property offers. 
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It might be further stated as a fact, that the toil and effort 


put upon the property has been purposeful, and pursued with a high degree 


of intelligence. 


The orebody outcropping and in the tunnel, is è mass and a 


flaked Molybdenite in a large Pegmatite dyke. There is reason to be-


lieve that this property contains at least two other, and separate 


Pegmatite dykes. 


ACCLSSIBILITY 


The route to the ConsolIdated Molybdenum Inc. property, stat-


ing from Seattle, Is over U.S. Hlway No. 10, Last to North Bend, some 


29 miles, then northeasterly up the County Road following the North Fork 


of the Snoqua].mie River some 26 miles. The 1 st 10 miles of this County 


Road has been built during 1948, and consists of a well gravelled road, 


built to support heavy traffic. 


It is a Mine-to-Market Road on a right-of-way secured by Ring 


County thru Court condemnation, This right-of-way is secured to the 


Forestry Boundary, one mile further than constructed, and the Lennox 


Mine is at the further end of this uncompleted mile. Lxpectatlon of 


improvement of this last mile is thru cooperative effort of the owners 


of property contiguous to the Forestry Boundary and lying around the con-


fluence of the Lennox River and the North Fork of the Snoqualmie. 


From the Forestry Boundary, the State Qf ashington .viine-to-


j Tarket Road Comrni g sion has surveyed and located a route up the Lennox 


River some 4 and 1/2 miles, substantially following the old, existing 
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trail southeasterly to the mouth of Cougar Creek. Plans and specifi-


cations have been repared for construction of this section of road 


up Lennox River, arid contract f or eonstru&Lion is shortly expected to 


be let by the State of Washington Highway Depártmxtt. Completion of the 


rOad is expected, and specified in the Specifications, early in 1949. 


The road when constructed will end at the foot of the slope 


rising to the south and approximately 3/4 mile north of the central part 


of Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. property. 


From examination, access to the property from the end of the 


Mine to Market Road, as now located, will be upwards of 1 an 3/4 miles 


of road on a 9% grade, with perhaps one or two "switch-back&'. This 


route would take off up the Lennox River and over a northeasterly slope 


affording ample way for sustaining the desired grade. 


Ground is very good for road construct.on and with proper 


drainage should not present any difficulties0 The route follows thru 


a timbered area; hence no snow slide trouble. 


DESCRIPT ION 


The Consolidated iviolybdonum Inc. property is a group of 10 


claims, center lines of which extend from Cougar Creek South 52° East. The 


southerly string consists of 4 claims, each 1500 ft. up the mountain side and 


running from Cougar Creek South 52° Last, 6000 ft. Northerly from and parallel 


and adjacent to this string, are two strings of 3 claims extending so 


that the southeasterly end lines of all three strings lie in a straight 


line. Another way of description is to say that 9 claims form a rectangle 
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4500 ft., or three claims, long, and extending South 52° East up the 


mountain, and three claims or 1800 ft. wide, at right angles to the slide 


lines across the upward slope. The tenth claim extends in line from the 


northwesterly part of the rectangular group downward to Cougar Creek - a 


handle on a rectangle. 


The entire sut'face of the property is bvered with a growth of 


Alpine and Noble Fir arid 1llow Cypress .. Some of the Cypress attains 


a diameter of 6 ft. indicating great age and the trees stand uninjured 


or deformed from any slides or other catastrophic agencies. This indicates 


a safe surface. 


Along the general center line of the southwesterly four claims 


up the mountain, there is a canyon, rising on a slope of 350, or 57 ft. 


per 100 ft. The wails are sheer granit and rise, in places, upwards of 


100 ft. abase the floor; the width of the canycn varies from 15 ft to 


50 ft.


The floor from Cougar Creek to the top of the slope is a 


Pegmatite with quartz, lying in laminated formation - 2 to 6 inches of the 


Pegmatite with a quartz ribbon in between - 1/4 to 3 inches thick. These 


alternate ribbons fill the entire width between the canyon walls, and the 


Ivlolybdenite ore is found in this floor formation. 


A tunnel 5 ft. by 7 ft. in section is driven in this canyon, in 


the second claim, some 1200 ft. from and 600 or 700 ft. higher than Cougar 


Creek.


The pot.l is in the side of the canyon, safely out of the creek 
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bed and after traversing thru the granite wall 1 strikes the Pegmatite vein, 


100 feet in, and under the northerly side of the vein. It then f011ows 


the vein for a distance of 100 feet to the tunnel face. The walls of the 


tunnel are impregnated with the Molybdenite ore. 


Parallel to and northerly from the canyon there are two creeks 


flowing in small gulches, in which the same Pegmatite shows up. Their 


extent is at present undetermined, The indication is more than enough to 


warrant extensive investigation. A great deal of Molybdic Ocher coloration 


shows all along each of these Oreeks and Molybdic Ocher is an excellent 


guide to underlying Molybdenite deposits. 


mTir	 r' in 


The strike of the veins on the Consolidated iolybdenum Inc. Property 


is South 52 East, the dip is 800 to 90°. The Pegmatite in the Canyon itself 


lies exposed from the upper edge of the talus above Cougar Creek, upward 


along the Canyon floor some 5000 ft. It varies in width from 15 to 50 ft. 


Pegruatites rise from very great depths, and are notorious for their irregular 


structure. Their depth range is so great that no mine starting on a prom 


ductive Pegmatite is likely to reach a horizon too deep for further deposits. 


Zonal arrangment of minerals within Pegmatite bodies is 'common, 


but these changes re usually symetrical with respect to the walls and to 


the center line, and 'are not expression of depth. This is to say that any 


change of mineral within the body takes place immediately across the section 


of Pegmatite, horizontally, and say, at right angles to the main axis of the 
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vein; it does not change vertically as in enrichment veins with their 


zona3. arrangement, according to age and specific gravities. 


This characteristic of Pegmatites is quite dependable, and applied 


to the Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. prOperty we have a Pegmatite veira in depth 


from Elevation 3500t Cougar Creek, risiig thru the four claims South 52° 


East to Elevation around 6000, or a depth of probably 2500 ft. with no 


information as to depth below Cougar Creek bed. 


Again, this same vein or a close relative strike off to the 


northwest on the same beariig of North 520 est over Goat Mountain to 


Sunday Lake and can be traced.for two and one-half miles; where it crOsses 


Goat Mountain about one mile northwest, it outcrops considerably higher 


than the apex of the Consolidated liolybdenum pr'operty. 


This leads to the conclusion that here lies a tremthidous body of 


ore. 


IIVIPORTANCE OF MOLYBDENUM 


The reasonable assurance of an ample deposit of ore brings up 


the question of what gives this ore its importance? That is it used for? 


What is its value? 


Molybdenite is composed of two elements, 6 molybdenum and 4 


sulphur, and is also imown as Molybdenum Suiphide. It is a soft, shiny, 


grey or black mineral usually in flakes or plates. Its hardness is 1, 


and specific gravity 4.8, A cubic foot will weigh up to 300 pounds 


Molybdenite is used as a lubricant; in its place, superior to 
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graphite, which it somewhat resembles. It is especially valuable around 


high-speed machinery and the moving parts of delicate instruments, as a 


h'.b:icant Refined, that is, Molybdenite with constituent parts separated.. 


smelted, leaves the metal, Molybdenum. Molybdenum is ueed in steel alloys 


fur nigh'speed tools, and steel and iron castings. It is found in the 


United Sates in Maine, New Hampshire, Washingon, Colorado and iOW Mexico. 


Its value xists both baforo and after snelting. Refining and 


concentrating is rather ticklish because of its specific gravicom, 


lozie to the copper pyrites which may be present in small quantities in 


th Fegrnatite along its joints with the Host Rock. This examination ha 


diselosed no pyrites but some is almost inevitable; however, the etal is 


recovered and the proess is not an involved one as witness the present 


production. 


ThE3 dmenc. sin3c World Wur II has greatly increased on account 


of new uses and ide: disribtrion of consumption; the price is by the poundD 


at presei about 469 a jouxd fw the Melybdenite at the mine. 


A Q' A


Such date. a to assays is, at this time, scant. The few samples 


reported upon show l - 4% - 5% and one sample which returned 1Q. This, 


roughly, gives 100 pounds per ton, or, say, ji45,O0 per ton. From all 


indications this does not seem unreasonable. 


DEVELOPIVNT 


The matter of development on the Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. 


property is one that should be give utmost care. Access. to the property at 


this time is over trails and roads, and by late 1949 every indi4ation is that 


motor traffic will be available to within 3/4 of a mile from the present cabin, 
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The existing tunnel on the property appears to be in a well 


selected location. In this respect, it is not as criticism but as a 


suggestion, that a tunnel lower down toward Cougar Creek might be to a 


better advantage, as some 400 or 500 f4t of elevation might better be 


utilized. The operating plan would control this matter. The mine looks 


as though it could be developed by working several levels. 


The slope down to the bottom of the hill is straight and any-


where on a convenient spot, the mill should be placed; this is a control 


factor.


It seems, from present information,....that ore might be trans-


ferred over aerial tram from the upper reaches to a mill close down by 


the road where it could be loaded onto trucks for shipping. The mill to 


concentrate and store for shipping. 


There is good possibility of ample water power both in Cougar 


Creek and on Lennox Thver. Would suggest that this be with low head turbine. 


Machinery is more expensive but requires less construction - has a tendency 


towards getting everything close_inht. 


Owing to the. distance out, it would appear that camp buildings 


will be necessary; a cook house with commissary and, later, a superintendent's 


house with an office. 


iIine timbers will be necessary, which may be cut from timber on 


the ground • This will probably work out cheaper if a small lt portable mill" 


were set up at the start. Lumber and timbers could be cut from standing 
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timber on the property as required and around 25.00 per M. saved over 


market cost. it would aléo save unnecessary traffió over the roe.4, wb.ioh 


can interfere with, ore shipment. 


CO1WLTSI0N


From the indic&.tions on Consolidated Molybdenum Inc. property it 


should be' plr to anyohe aoquinted with the ore Molyhdenite, and the rook 


Pegmatite, that here lies a very promising Mine Property. The potential 


tonnage would only be a wild', wiord guess at this time. It. is certain that 


one vein some 5000 feet long, 15 feet wide, and average 1250 feet in depth 


exists and is in sight at a single glance. 'tith two other veins not so 


plainly discernible but showing strong evidence of similar existence, it is 


too hypothetical at this time, to say anything more, 


We 1iow only partially what the bottom may be. The bre appears 


remarkabip free from other metals than Molybdenum. The definite assurance 


of the road being built close to the Mine is an advantage few properties can 


enjoy. In short, every feature and circumstance pertaining to this 


property is enhancing its value. 


Hypothetically estirnatihg production for 8ake of further 


elucidation, let us assume one tunnel 5 ft. by 7 ft. the length of each 


string of claims. The total length of tunnel would then be 


6000 ft. tn the southerly string of 4 claims 
4500 ft. in each of the two northerly strings, or 
15000 ft. of theoretically prothiotive ore. 


then the volume of material would be 
5x7x15000 


15 cu. ft. per ton OR 35000 tons 


Average value of 35000 tons	 5% cr100 lbs. Molybdenite per ton, of ore 


would yield 3,500,000 lbs. of Molybdenite.
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Such a vast quantity, even in theory, is staggering and should 


not, of course, be used in any reasonable estimates. But again, we have 


only considered depth at 7 ft. and there is likely to be 1200 or 1500 


feet of depth, plus what may lie beldw the level of Cougar Creek Floor. 


Ore should be expected to such depth as Pegmatite may extend, and mined 


to such a horizon as the rock will stand, and 1-egmatite extends to very 


great depth. 


It should be remembered also, that tiraninite, found only in 


Pegmatites, is not an impossibility. No one knows for sure that this 


ore does not exist here on this property, and finding none would be no 


loss. No investigation has been made as far as we know. The basic con-


ditions for Uranium, Thorium, and other rare metals exist in this Pegmatite, 


and is worth the test. The quantity of Molybdenite would soon pay the cost 


of such an investi.gation0 


Then too, as characteristi in Pegmatite, there are quantities 


of clear quartz crystals in the rock around these dykes, Some observed, 


measured 3 inches long by 1 inch across. These, when clear, are valuable 


in lens making, and in radio and other industrial uses. 


Accessibility and extent of the deposit make this property a 


very valuable one,
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STATUTORY STATEMENT - CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM INC. 


Filed with Director of Licenses of State of Washington. 


EXHIBIT 1. Incorporated in State of Washington, May 25, 1948. 


EXHIBIT 2 Address of registered business office in State of Washington: 
14521 Aurora Avenue, Seattle 33, Washington. 


EXHIBIT 3	 List of officers, all of whom are direcbors, wldirig office for 
term of one ep.r and amount of stock held: 


G.L.Hansen$e iden	 l4 Yale Avenue N., Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
L.J.Madden, vã	 '	 eir, Rt,3 Box 415, Bremerton,Wash. 127,500 shares held 
K.O.Welling, secretary, 14521 Aurora Ave., Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
E.A.Amburn, treasurer, 1814 25th S., Seattle, Wash.	 127,500 shares held 
C.L.Johnston, director, 245 S.Montgomery St.,BremertonWn.l27,5OO shares held 
E. Saurers, director, Rt.3, Box 415-B, Bremortorl, Wash	 127,500 shares held 
J. Madden, director, Rt. 3, Box 415, Bremerton, Wash. 	 127,500 shares held 
G.M.Osterborg,	 756 Stimson Bldg, Seattle, Wash. 127,500 shares held 
V. Ostorberg, 4fC	 19345 37th Ave.N.E., Seattle, Wn. 127,500 shares held 
Mrs. L.Liptrap, director, 403 Bay Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 	 127,500 shares held 
J. Zybura, director, 4409 - 36th So., Seattle, V ash.	 127,500 shares held 
Mrs.E.L.Waton,director, 756 Stimson Bldg., Seattle,Wn. 	 127,500 shares held 


EXHIBIT 4. Number of shares of common stock authorized, all nonassessable, 
3,000,000 shares, par value 101 each. Preferred stock, None. 


EXHIBIT 5. consolidated Jiolybdenum, Inc., issued 121,000 shares to each àf 
twelve inoorporators. 1,530,000 shares are placed in esCrow with Frederick W. 
Post, 6251 - 31st N.E., Seattle, ashington, under agreement with Department of 
Licenses. 


EXHIBIT 6. Consideration received by company from shares issued and 
outstanding J1y 1 ., 1948, is: On 1,530,000 shares, l53,QO0 value placed on 
lease and orgariinge 


EXHIBIT 7. Statement of Assets and Liabilities as of July 1, 1948. 


ASSETS	 LIABIt,ITIES 


Lease on property............ç127,500.00 	 Common Stck isued....... fl53,000.00
Deferred charges, 


	


prepid expensC....,25,500.00 	 ___________ 


	


TOTAL.........O l53,0O0.00	 TOTAL.......... 153,000.00 


EXHIBIT 8. Number of shares or other securities to be issued to public in 
present offering:


No. Shares Offering Price 
Common Stock.......	 1,470,000	 101 
Preferred Stook....... 	 None	 None 
Approximate amount expected to be derived from sale..	 l47,O00.O0 
Approximate amount of commissions to be paid......... 	 36,750.00 
Approximate amount of exploration work, development 


work, and equipment to be purchased.............	 110,000.00
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EXHIBIT 9. Rate of commissions to be paid and form of payment. (In money 
or company's securities). 


1. Agents.................... ...... ......... 25 	 inmoney 
2. Member of corporation as selling agent,.. 25 in money 
3 •	 Underwriters............................. None 


Amount of salaries to be paid for ensuing year: 
No salaries are to be paid to the president or vice president or secretary 


or theasurer or general manager or others. 


EXHIB'IT 10. Names and addresses of authorized Agents or underwriters at 
time of filing: 


G. N. Osterberg, 756 Stimson Bldg., Seattle, Washington 
Vernon Osterberg, 19345 - 37th Avenue, N.E., Seattle, Washiigton 
Mrs. B. L. Jatson, 756 Stimson Bldg., Seattle, Washington 
Mrs. Lillian Liptrap, 403 Bay Bldg., Seattle, Washington 
Jbhn Zybura, 4409 - 36th South, Seattle, Washington 
Ga:rry L. Hansen, 614 Yale Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 
Lonard J. Madden, Rt. 3, Box 415, Bremerton, Washington 
Jack ifadden, Rt. 3, Box 415, Bremerton, Washington 
B. A. Amburn, 1814 25th South, Seattle, Washington 
Kenneth 0. Welling, 14521 aurora Avenue, Seattle 33, 1iashington 
Edwin Saurers, Rt. 3, B 415-B, Bremerton, Washington 
Carl L. Johnston, 245 S. i.Jontgomery Street, Bremerton, Washington 


EXHIBIT 1].. (a) Describe fully history of company. (b) Describe claims 
and give their approximate location, and type of mining to be engaged in. 
(c) Give valuation of claims. (d) Proposed work. (a) Type of machinery and 
equipment to be purchased. (f) Briefly outline purpose for which funds are to 
be used. 


Consolidated iriolybdenum, Inc. was organized in 1Y[ay, 1948. It does not 
succeed any other form of mining company; it is a completely new company. The 
claims are located in the Buena: Vista Mining district, which district is approxi-
mately 25 miles North and cast of North Bend, Washington. The company has a 99 
year lease on 8 claims (approximately 160 acres) lying in Section 27, Township 
25 North, Range 10 ast, W. N., King County, Washington. No royalties or other 
cash payments are payable under the lease. Ten of the incorporators own the 
claims and have exchanged a leasehold interest in the claims for stock in the 


company. 


The value of the claims with improvements is ?127,500.00. Some tunnel 
work has been done. At the point of access to the ore bearing vein, a swift 
mountain stream called "Devil's Canyon" ous through the vein. A tunnel has 
been driven into the side of the canyon, to curve around to the vein and escape 
the water. Further development work proposed by the company includes driving 
the tunnel into the ore bearing vein; construction of housing facilities for 
workers, erection of mill and flotation plant, and the installation of a tram 


fr om mine to mill, together with the necessary grading.
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The machinery needed and proposed to be purchased includes; Diesel power 
plant,. 50-ton mill, flotation plant, air compressors and drills, tramway equipment 
and hoist, bulldozer, together with the necessary accessories and tackle for such 


equipment. 


The purpose for which the funds will be used will be to provide access roads 
to the public roads, grade and level the land upon the mining claims, erect such 
buildings as are neôessary to house men and equipment, purchase mining, milling 
and flotation equipment, and to develop the tunnels and shafts to the point of 
production; thereafter, to provide capital for the maintenance of payrolls, 
payment of taxes, and purchase of supplies. 


There is no present authorization in the organizational plan of the company 
for the payment of salaries to the officers as such, and no such action is 
contemplated until production problems necessitate sufficient amounts of their 
time that salaries are deemed necessary by the board of directors in order to 
secure the type of administration needed to carry on the work. 


Dated May 25, 1948. 


(.Corporate Seal)
	


CONSOLIDATED MOLYBDENUM, INC. 


Giij 1 
By G.L.Hansen, President. 


Attest: IC.O.1elling, Secretary
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On October 7 to 9, 19149, an attempt was made to examine the holdings 


of the Consolidated Molybd.enurn, Inc., property located in sec. 26 and 27, 


R1OE, T 25 N, W.M Conditions of weather made a complete examination 


impossible, Determination of the nature and character of the , veins was 


possible and this section of the report will deal with this phase. 


The location of the vein is in Devil's Canyon. Erosion has removed, 


within recent times, some 200 feet of vein material from the canyon. 


The wall rock of Devil's Canyon is pre-Cascadian Granite (Hornblend 


Biotite Granite ). The sequence of events that produced Devil's Canyon aret 


(1) Normal fault in which the west block has dropped., thus giving a vertical 


displacement of the two sides. This compoflent was not accessible within the 


time spent on the property. (2) Into this fault was intruded a fissure vein 


of quartz. The vein material is glassy and well frozen on the wall of the 


respective blocks. (3) At some 'later time a dilation dike of Cascadian 


g'anodirite was introduced, This dike opened the old fissure forcing the 


respective wall apart to the extent of three to ten feet. (14) Tht tx^. mov-


metit is not clear in relation to the time element, but a sufficient time later 


the dike had crystalized. This was a lateral movement, again involving the 


foot block that moved to the south. Either simultaneous with this movement or 


at some time later, qrtz carrying sulfides invaded the dike • This invasion 


filled the fracttres and rplaced some of the original quartz and. rock minerals. 


Mineralization is ii all three components of te zone. The characteristic 


mineral is molybdenite with lesser amounts of other lfideS. This type of 


deposition is known as "desiminated. replacement" and iè one of the known. types 


of molybdenun deosts
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Molybdenite tends to deposit in definite zones, but just what part of 


the zone of deposition is represented by the area that is intersected by 


the tunnel, is not clear; however, it is my impression from what I observed 


that the location of the tunnel is about midway in the zone of molybdenite 


deposition. At a higher elevation represented by advancing up the canyon, 


the other sulfides seem to run stronger. At some distance down the canyon, 


there are tear faults that have a good showing of molybdenite. These facts 


would seem to establish the above hypotheses. 


There were no samples taken at this time for assay. Samples should be 


carefully cut from wall to wall and of uniform depth and. assayed. Until, this 


is done very little can be said. as to whether the Devil's Canyon is a mine or 


not. Just by visual inspection, it would appear that there is enough strength 


to the deposit to warrant a complete sampling and detailed examination. 


After sampling and. assaying has established the tenure of the ore, then 


a mining engineer could lay out a. rii:LrAing .syctem for the adequate development 


of the propertye Thc topogra•hy is suh that the location of tunnels and the 


-... p-ta	 crk would ziot: preeut a problem.
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On August 19, 1950 the property of the Consolidated Molybdenum 


Incorporated was visited by the author with the purpose of completing the 


exanination that was started last October and abandoned because of adverse 


weather conditions. The canybn was explored except the extreme upper end. 


Heavy rains made the entrance of the canyon at this point impossible. 


In the preliminary report the rock conditions were discussed in 


detail and the type of veins were studied. Here the author will only 


augment that report and make some changes in the sequence of events that 


lead to the deposition of molybdenite as the characteristic sulfide nrtneral. 


The Consolidated Molybdenum Incorporated, properties are in 


Section 26, 27; R.lO E.; T.25 N.; W.M. 


The past history of the property is not recorded in the literature 


and is unknown to the author. However, in "Mining in the Northwest" edited 


by L. K. Hodges in 1897 there is a statement that as early as 1892 prospec-


tore had crossed the divide from the Skykomish - Miller riverside into the 


watershed of the Snoqualmie river. However there is no mention of Molybde. 


nite made at thistime. 


Metallic Molybdenum was isolated in 1782 but no large scale pro-


duction was made until 1913 and real important production began in 1927. 


Practically all molybdenum produced is utilized in the making of alloys of 


Iron and steel. Molybdenum acts :lIke tungsten but more so, It requires 


approximately 50% less molybdenum to obtain a similar quality o± alloy. 


Molybdenum is at the present the most important hardening alloying metal. 


Strength, ductility, and a tendency to resist crystallization In iron and 


steel are increased by the use of molybdenum, Molybdenum alloyed steels 


are extensively used where strength, heat resistance, and resistance to 


crystallization are required as in aircraft parts, aut.omobI1es, shafts,
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high speed tools, gears, guns, and armor plate. These uses make molybdenum 


a critical metal in peace as well as war. 


Geology: The walls of Devil's Canyon are pre--Cascad.ian or early Cascadian 


granite (bornblend biotite granite). The sequence of events that produced Devil's 


Canyon are: 


(1) Normal faulting in which the west block had both a strike and dip component. 
This resulted in both vertical and horizontal displacement. Erosion has obscured 
the amount of this movementl and. as it has no direct relation to the eveats that 
produced the mineralization very little time was spent on this consideration. 


(.2) Into this fault was intruded a dilation dyke of granodiorite.. This grano-
&Eorite is of the so called Cascadian granodiorite type. 


(3) A second series of movements took place that shattered. the granodior-
ite dike but apparently did not extend into the wall rock. 


(4) Into these secondary fractures were intruded quarts in small amounts, Well 
formed crystals were. present 'in' 'places.. 


(5) Movement was again active. . This third movement extended into the canyon 
wail -producing tear faults in the downthrow block, West block, or foot wall. 


(6) At sometime later, probably at or near the last stages of Cascadian intrus-
lye action, veins of moderate high'teinperatüre-uarts invaded all fractures. 
These siolutions and vapors carrying quartz and molybdenite were under sufficient 
pressure to invade the granodiorite, depositing fine grained molbdenite in. the 
spaces between the crystals of the rock. In some places. rosettes of molybdenite 
occures in the g±'anodlorite. 


The quartz carrying , inolybdenite is in the main glassy with the molybdenite 


occurring within the quartz as veil as at the ccntact.of the veins with the vail 


rock. These quartz veins make up approximately 25% of the mineralized area. 


Devil 's Canyon is narrow slot 'left by the erosion of the quarts bearing 


granod.iorite dike.. The walls are precipitous and the grade of the canyon Is 


roughly 22 degrees. This, however, Is interrupted by several abrtipt'cli'f'fs. in 


the floor of tIe canyon and.bec nesa torrent even with a small amount oit rain. 


Much of the canyon floor is covered with detritus that obscures mineralization
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Deer Gulch is the main tear fault that cuts the foot wall block. This 


fault has the same history as the main Devil's Canyon fault and contains the 


same type of mineralization, The vein in Deer Gulch may be the vein that is 


cut by the tunnel in Devil's Canyon, but more probably it is a tear fault vein 


of simultaneous origin. However there is evidence that there is a second dike 


east of Devil's Canyon. This was not investigated but should be,. 


Tc.e minera1jed zone varies in width from two feet to ten feet. The


pinchLig and swelling follows the original fault walls and is characteristic, 


As elevation in the canyon is gained by advancing up the canyon, other 


sulfide minerals appear.. This is the normal history of veins of this type. 


The description of the minera-lized area was difficult because of the erosion. 


One carely sees the entire width of the mineralized dike and the quartz veins 


that accompany it at a single exposure, The dike rock has had some alteration 


as the result of the intrusion of the quartz bearing hot solutiors. This has 


made the deposition of the molybdenite possible by opening minute channels be 


tween the crystals that were disturbed by the fault movement. In the gra-todi-


orite that has been exposed by the erosion and acted upon by:.the air plus some 


acide waters, some of the molybdenite has been altered to molybdite, Mo 203 or 


molybdenum ochre. This gives the rock some of the characteristic yellow appear-


ance. This should not be confused with the yellowish color of the iron stains 


of limoni-te, 


The quartz veins range in width from almost undiscernible veinlets to veins 


six inches wide. Associated with the quartz vein matter is a small amount of 


seiisite probably derived from the alteration of the feld e3pars e The dissemination 


of molybderiite in both the granodiorite and the quartz veins is not uniform in
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cncenttatioi1. but leans and. strengthens from area to area. Where the vein is 


broadest the mineralization may be reduced per unit area, 'but the amount of miti 


eral present will be approxivae1y the same. Where two quartz veins or late 


faults intersect there is a tendency towards enrichment. The overall is a strong 


showi:g of molybdenum with ample tops to make an operatiOn advisable. 


Before much capital is invested, for other purposes there should be a drilling 


prog:'.' planned and the results of such a program carefully studied. This will 


tell just bow much ore there is present and. how it is concentrated. As the 


propefty no 5tands it is a raw prospect and there is no ore that can be estimated 


or descrite. farther than to say that there i, on the basis of surface showings, 


a sizable tonnage of theoretical oi'e. 


As nOlybdenite tends to deposit in a definite zone under rather a narrow 


thermal range, it would appear that the location of the present tunnel is in the 


upper part of the lower half of the mineralized zone. A new location should. be  


sought at a lower level and. a mining engineer employed to'lay out the mining 


methods0 Such a location could. be found about two hundred feet below the present 


tunnel level. 


After careful examination of the property it is my recommendation that the 


Board of Directors draw up a plan that will give a comprehensive and. logical 


approach to the problem. This should. be in writing for future reference. Dis-. 


coveries should be made on the other two claims and trails blazed to said d,iscov-


eries so that they may be readily accessible for examination, 


A new cabin and. such other buildings as are appertenant should be planned. 


for early spring and so located, that the danger of snow slides would be avoided. 


The pre3ent cabin is untenantable.
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At the places where ropes are now used, trails should be cut around in 


the cliff so the canyon can be seen as a whole without endangering life and limb, 


ilanci samples are inadequate so large samples should be• taken from several ' 


cuts and keep separate. These can be cut with powder and sent to some estab-


lished firm that is equipped to make a concentration test on the ore. Samples 


should be in the neighborhood of 500 pounds each. 


It is my belief that such a method of sampling would. show enough strength 


to the ore body to warrant development in the immediate future. 


/sf F. A0 McMillin 


F 0 A. McMILLIN 
Economic Geologist
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